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Abstract
q

The topic of this thesis is the development of a versatile and geometrically motivated

" differential calculus on non-commutative or quantum spaces, providing powerful but

easy-to-use mathematical tools for applications in physics and related sciences. A

generalization of unitary time evolution is proposed and studied for a simple 2-level

system, leading to non-conservation of microscopic entropy, a phenomenon new to

quantum mechanics. A Cartan calculus that combines functions, forms, Lie deriva-

tives and inner derivations along general vector fields into one big algebra is con-

structed for quantum groups and then extended to quantum planes. The construction

of a tangent bundle on a quantum group manifold and an BRST type approach to

quantum group gauge theory are given as further examples of applications.

The material is organized in two parts: Part I studies vector fields on quan-

tum groups, emphasizing Hopf algebraic structures, but also introducing a 'quantum

geometric' construction. Using a generalized serni-direct product construction we

combine the dual Hopf algebras ,4 of functions and/g of left-invariant vector fields

into one fully bicovariant algebra of differential operators. The pure braid group

is introduced as the commutant of A(U). It provides invariant maps ,4 _ U and

thereby bicovariant vector fields, casimirs and metrics. This construction allows the

translation of undeformed matrix expressions into their less obvious quantum alge-

braic counter parts. We study this in detail for quasitriangular Hopf algebras, giving

the determinant and orthogonality relation for the 'reflection' matrix. Part II con-

siders the additional structures of differential forms and finitely generated quantum

Lie algebras -- it is devoted to the construction of the Cartan calculus, based on an

undeformed Cartan identity. We attempt a classification of various types of quan-

tum Lie algebras and present a fairly general example for their construction, utilizing

. pure braid methods, proving orthogonality of the adjoint representation and giving

a (Killing) metric and the quadratic casimir. A reformulation of the Cartan calculus

as a braided algebra and its extension to quantum planes, directly and induced from

the group calculus, are provided.
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Introduction
,B

The topic of this thesis is non-commutative geometry in general and the development

of powerful and easy to use differential calculi on quantum spaces and some examples

of their application in particular. I will try to give an as geometric picture as pos-

sible while including all necessary mathematical tools. The emphasis will be on the

formation of concepts (Begriffsbildung).

In classical differentia] geometry we have a choice between two dual and equivalent

descriptions: we can either work with points on a manifold M or with the algebra

C(M) of functions on M. Non-commutative geometry is based on the idea that

the algebra C(M) need not be commutative. Such a spa_e is called a quantum

space -- in analogy to the quantization of the commutative algebra of functions on

phase-space that yields the non-commutative operator algebra of quantum mechanics.

More general, a non-commutative algebra, viewed as if it was a function algebra on a

(possibly non-existing) topological space, is called a quantum or pseudo space. One

could call it a "theory of shadows" -- shadows of classical concepts and objects.

The poor understanding of physics at very short distances indicates that, the small

scale structure of space-time might not be adequately described by classical continuum

geometry. At the Planck scale one expects that the notion of classical geometry has to

be generalized to incorporate quantum effects. No convincing a]ternative is presently

known, but several possibilities have been proposed; one of them is the introduction

into physics of non-commutative geometry. Such new physical theories would allow,

roughly speaking, the necessary fuzziness for a successful description of the space-

time "foam" expected at tiny distances. See for instance the interesting gedanken

experiment [1] concerning generalized uncertainty relations.

This certainly was one of the motivations behind the work on quantum defor-

mations of the Lorentz and Poincare groups [3, 4, 5] and of Minkowski space in

terms of a parameter q and of course behind Connes program [2] of non-commutative

geometry, but there are also many other possible applications of non-commutative

calculi in physics like generalized symmetries (e.g. quantum group gauge theory) and



stochastics (master equations, random walks, ... ), to mention a few. Continuous de-

formations of symmetry groups in physical theories have historically been proven to

be rather successful in enlarging the class of phenomena that these theories dezcribe

well; one of the most famous examples is special relativity. For this reason it would be

very interesting in elementary particle physics to study deformations of semi-simple

Lie groups. Unfortunately these groups allow only trivial deformations as long as

one stays within the category of Lie groups, hence giving another motivation for the

study of the less rigid quantum groups.

Such generalizations of physical theories might have welcome and also unexpected

side effects: One of them is the possibility that some q-deformed quantum field the-

ories m_ght be naturally finite. This is expected if the deformation parameter has

dimensions of length, in analogy to amplitudes in string theory which were proven to

be finite to all orders by S. Mandelstam [6]. Even if q turns out not to be a physical

parameter, such a theory might still be interesting as a new way to regularize infini-

ties [7, 8], using q-identities, known from the study of q-functions, which were first

introduced in the context of combinatorics nearly a century ago. Here we should also

mention a quick and easy approach, due to [9], to lattice gauge theory based on a min-

imal non-commutative calculus. In chapter 5 we will show at the example of a simple

toy model that modified time evolution equations, that could be motivated from de-

formed space time symmetries, lead to non-conservation of entropy. This might be

of interest in connection with the black hole evaporation paradox. Connes [10] and

Connes & Lott [11] consider a minimal generalization of classical gauge theory and

study a Kaluza-Klein theory with a 2-point internal space and use non-commutative

geometric methods to define metric properties; note that it is also possible with these

methods to gauge discrete spaces. This lead to a new approach to the standard

model. FrShlich and collaborators [12] introduced gravity in this context. As an ex-

ample of new symmetries in "old" theories we would like to mention the work of the

Haznburg Group of Mack and collaborators [13]" They showed that the internal sym-

mettles of (low-dimensional) quantum field theories with braid group statistics form

a larger class than groups and were able to motivate from basic axioms of such field

theories that elements of weak quasitriangular quasi Hopf algebras with .-structures

should act. as symmetry operators in the Hilbert space of physical states. Particle

physics phenomenology from q-deformed Poincare algebra is for example considered

in [14], where evidence of q-deformed space time is sought in the observed spectrum

of p - a, w - f, K ° mesons and remarkably good agreement of theory and experiment,

similar to, if not better, than Regge pole theory is found.



The theory of non-commutative spaces is quite old, going back to early work

of Kac [15], Taksaki [16] and Schwarz _, Enock [17]. Recently, the interest got re-

vived by the discovery of non-trivial examples. Quantum groups, which are a con-

tent rich example of quantum spaces, arise naturally in several different, branches of

• physics and mathematics: in the context of integrable models, quantum inverse scat-

tering method, Yasag-Baxter-equations and their solutions, the so called R-matrices,

• Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations, rational conformal field theory and in the the-

ory of knot and ribbon invariants. Concerning knot theory we should in particular

mention the discovery of the Jones polynomial [18] and its generalizations, which

were then reconstructed from quantum R-matrices in the work of Reshetikhin & Tu-

raev [19] and later related to the topological Chern-Simons action by Witten [20]. It

was pointed out by Drinfeld that these examples find an adequate description in the

language of Hopf algebras.

There are at least three major approaches to the construction of quantum defor-

mations of Lie groups: Drinfeld and Jimbo introduce a deformation parameter on

the Lie algebra level and provided us with consistent deformations for all semi-simple

Lie groups. The St Petersburg Group impose q-dependent commutation relations in

terms of numerical R-matrices among the matrix elements of a matrix representation.

Manin finally identifies quantum groups with endomorphisms of quantum planes.

A large part of this thesis is devoted to the study of differential calculi on quantum

groups rather than quantum planes (these will be considered in the second part of this

thesis). This path was in part taken because quantum groups have more structure

than quantum planes and hence provide more guidance in the search for the correct

axioms. Apart from this purely practical reason, the importance of differential geom-

etry in the theory of (quantum) Lie groups and vice versa should, however, not. be

underestimated. Lie groups make their appearance in differential geometry, e.g. in

principal and associated fiber bundles and in the infinite graded Lie algebra of the

Caftan generators (.C, i,d). Differential geometry on group manifolds on the other

hand gives rise to the concepts of tangent Lie algebra and infinitesimal representation

and infinitesimal group generators, like e.g. the angular momentum operator play

obviously a very important role in physics. Covariant differential calculi on quan-

tum groups were first introduced by S. Woronowicz [21]; differential calculi on linear

quantum planes were constructed by J. Wess &: B. Zumino [22]. Since then much

effort [23, 24, 25, 26, 27] has been devoted to the construction of differential geometry

on quantum groups. Most approaches are unfortunately rather specific: many pa-

pers deal with the subject by considering the quantum group in question as defined



by its R-matrix, and others limit themselves to particular cases. In this thesis we

will develop a more abstract formulation which depends primarily on the underlying

Hopf algebraic structure of a quantum group; it will therefore be a generalization of

many previously obtained results, and the task of constructing specific examples of

differential calculi is greatly simplified. We have to stop short of giving a "cook book

recipe", however, because of case specific problems in the identification of finite bases

of generators.

The thesis is divided into two parts: Part I studies vector fields on quantum

groups; an algebraic and a geometric construction of a bicovariant quantum algebra

of differential operators is given. Here we are mainly interested in the underlying

Hopf algebra and bicovariance considerations, introducing the pure braid group and
the canonical element in this context. Part II introduces additional structure in form

of a Cartan calculus of differential forms, Lie derivatives and inner derivations; it is

devoted to differential calculi on quantum groups and quantum planes and examples

of their application.



Part I

Bicovariant Quantum Algebras



m

Chapter 1

Quantum Algebras and Quantum

Groups

1.1 Introduction

There are two dual approaches to the quantization of Lie groups. Drinfeld [28] and

Jimbo [29] have given quantum deformations of all simple Lie algebra in terms of a

numerical parameter q. For the case of SLq(2) one has for instance

[H,X:_]- :i:2X:_ [X+,X_] = qJ4_ q-H
' q_q-1 (1.1)

and consistent rules for taking tensor product representations, given in terms of co-

products, that we will come back to later. The second approach is due to the Russian

school of Faddeev, Reshetikhin and Takhtadzhyan. Consider again SLq(2) which can

be defined in terms of a two by two matrix

_ e , (1.2)

its fundamental representation. But instead of behaving like C-numbers, the group

parameters a, b, c, d now obey non-trivial commutation relations

ab = qba, ac = qca, bc = cb, (1.3)
bd - qdb, cd = qdc, ad- da =Abc

where A = (q- q-l), and

detq(T) = ad- qbc = 1. (1.4)

The remarkable property of such quantum matrices is that, given two identical but

mutually commuting copies of these matrices, their matrix product is again a quantum

10



matrix who's elements satisfy the same commutation relations, as given above. Later

we will express this property in terms of the coproduct of T, which is an algebra

homomorphism.

In the following we will give a more formal introduction to quantum groups.

1.1.1 Quasitriangular Hopf Algebras
t

A Hopf algebra ,4 is an algebra (`4.,+, k) over a field k, equipped with a coproduct

A : A ---,A ® A, an antipode S : ,4 _ `4, and a counit e : A --_ k, satisfying

(A®_d)A(a)= (id®A)A(a), (coassociativity), (1.5)
.(c®/d)A(a) = .(/d®e)_(a)=a, (counit), (1.6)
.(S®id)A(a) = .(id®S)A(a)= lc(a), (coinverse), (1.7)

for all a E .4. These axioms are dual to the axioms of an algebra. There are also a

number of consistency conditions between the algebra and the coalgebra structure,

A(ab) = A(a)A(b), (1.8)

_(ab) = ((a)e(b), (1.9)

S(ab) = S(b)S(a), (antihomomorphism), (1.10)

_(S(a)) = r(S®S)A(a), with r(a®b)=_-b®a, (1.11)

e(S(a)) = e(a), and (1.12)

A(1) = 1 ® 1, S(1) = 1, c(1) = lk, (1.13)

for all a, b E A. We will often use Sweedler's [30] notation for the coproduct:

A(a) = a(,) ® a(_) (summation is understood}. (1.14)

Note that a Hopf algebra is in general non-cocommutative, i.e. r o z_ y_ A.

A quasitriangular Hopf algebra L/ [28] is a Hopf algebra with a universal 7_ E

• L/_ that keeps the non-cocommutativity under control,

_(a(a))=na(_)ze-', (_._5)

and satisfies,

(A ®/d)?_ = 7_137_z3, and

(id ® A)_ - 7_'37¢ '_, (1.16)

11



where upper indices denote the position of the components of R. in the tensor product

algebra 14_rl4_bl ' if R = c_i®/_i (summation is understood), then e.g. 7£13=

c_i@ 1 ®/3_ . Equation (1.16) states that R generates an algebra map (7_,. ®/d)"

bt" ---*/4 and an antialgebra map (_,/d ® .):/g' _ U." The following equalities

are consequences of the axioms:

7_,12'_13T_ 23 "- T_23'_I3T_ 12, (quantum Yang-Baxterequation), (1.17)

(s = re
(id®S)n -a = n, and (1.19)

(e®/d)R = (/d®e)R=l. (1.20)

An example of a quasitriangular Hopf algebra that is of particular interest here is

the deformed universal enveloping algebra Uqg of a Lie algebra g. Dual to Uqg is

the Hopf algebra of "functions on the quantum group" Fun(Gq) ; in fact, Uqg and

Fun(Gq) are dually paired. We call two Hopf algebras/4 and ,4 dually paired if there

exists a non-degenerate inner product <, >" U ® `4 --* k, such that:

< xy, a > = < x®y,A(a) >=--< x,a(1) ><y,a{2) >, (1.21)

<x,ab> = <A(x),a®b>-<x{1},a><x{2),b>, (1.22)

< S(x),a > = < x,S(a) >, (1.23)

< x,1 > = e(x), and < 1,a >= e(a), (1.24)

for all x, y E/4 and a, b E `4. In the following we will assume that. b/(quasitriangular)

and ,4 are dually paired Hopf algebras, always keeping Uqg and Fun(Gq) as concrete
realizations in mind.

In the next subsection we will sketch how to obtain Fun(Gq) as a matrix repre-

sentation of Uqg.

1.1.2 Dual Quantum Groups

We cannot speak about a quantum group Gq directly, just as "phase space" loses

its meaning in quantum mechanics, but in the spirit of geometry on non-commuting

spaces the (deformed) functions on the quantum group Fun(Gq) still make sense. This

can be made concrete, if we write Fun(Gq) as a pseudo matrix group [31], generated

i .. MN(Fun(Gqby the elements of an N x N matrix A - (A j),,_=a...N E ))l. We require

*Notation: "." denotes an argument to be inserted and "i/" is the identity map, e.g. ('R.,id® f)

tWe are automatically dealing with GLq(N) unless there are explicit or implicit restrictions on
the matrix elements of A.
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that p'j ---<. ,Aij > be a matrix representation of Uqg, i.e.

p'j'Uqg _ k, (1.25)
pij(xy) = _kpik(x)pkj(y), for Vx,y E Uqg,

just like in the classical case _. The universal 7_ E Uqg_Uqg coincides in this repre-
sentation with the numerical R-matrix:

i

< 7_,Aik ® AJz >= RiJkt. (1.26)

It immediately follows from (1.21) and (1.25) that the coproduct of A is given by

matrix multiplication [31, 23],

AA = A_A, i.e. A(Aij) -- Aik ® Akj. (1.27)

Equations (1.15), (1.22), and (1.25) imply [28, 23],

< x,A_,Ai, > = < Ax,AJo ® Air >

- < r o Ax, Air (_ Aj, >

= < 7_(Ax)Ti-1,Ai r ® A j- > (1.28)

= t_Jkt < Ax, A_,_ ® At, > (R-1)m"_

= < >,

i.e. the matrix elements of A satisfy the following commutation relations,

R ijk_AJ',_At,_= AJsA_rR"°,_,_, (1.29)

which can be written more compactly in tensor product notation as:

R12A1A2 = A2A1R12; (1.30)

R,2 = (Pl ® p2)(TZ) -- < "R,A_ ® A2 >. (1.31)

Lower numerical indices shall denote here the position of the respective matrices in the

• tensor product of representation spaces (modules). The contragredient representation

[32] p-1 =< . ,SA > gives the antipode of Fun(Gq) in matrix form: S(Aij) =

. (A-1)'j. The counit is: e(Aij) =< 1,A'j >= 6ij.
Higher (tensor product) representations can be constructed from A'

A1A2, A1A2Aa, ..., A1A2.'" Am. We find numerical//-matrices [33] for any pair of

SThe quintessenceof this construction is that the coalgebra of Fun(Gq) is undeformedi.e. we
keep the familiarmatrix group expressionsof the classical theory.

13



such representations:

__

R(l',2',... ,n'__ < _,A1,A2, ""m,, ® AIA2"" AT, >
! I1

= Rl,m • R_,(m-1) • ... • R1,1
(l.32)

• R2,,_ • R2,(_-1) • .... R_,I

• • ... ' R,1

Let A1 _ A1,A2,'"An, and A_ =- AIA2""Am, then:

R1,n AtA_I = AuAIRs,n. (1.33)

Rt,rl is the "partition function" of exactly solvable models. We will need it in sec-
tion 3.1.1.

We can also write Uqg in matrix form [23, 32] by taking representations 0 -- e.g.

= < ., A > w of "R in its first or second tensor product space,

L + - (/d® e)(T_), L + =_< T_21,A ®/d >, (1.34)

SL-_ =- (0®/d)(R), SL- -<7_,A®/d>, (1.35)

L_" - (0®/d)(T_-l), L- -<T_,SA®/d>. (1.36)

The commutation relations for all these matrices follow directly from the quantum

Yang-Baxter equation, e.g.

0 -- _ _-23_ 13T_12 -- _12_'_13T_23 , _ ® A1 ® As > (1.37)
= R_2L +L + - L +L +R_2,

where upper "algebra" indices should not be confused with lower "matrix" indices.

Similarly one finds:

RI2L_L_" = L_'L_'R12, (1.38)

R_2L + L_ = L'_ L+ RI2. (1.39)
m

1.2 Quantized Algebra of Differential Operators

Here we would like to show how two dually paired Hopf algebras can be combined

using a Hopf algebra analog of a semi-direct product construction. We obtain an

algebra of differential operators consisting of elements of Uqg with function coefficients

from Fun(Gq). Both the inner product with and the action on elements of Fun(Gq) by

14



elements of Uqg will be encoded in the product of the new combined algebra. Using

this construction we can avoid having to work with convolution products and similar

abstract and sometimes clumsy constructions. In fact we will be able to extend the

R-matrix approach of [23] so that all (Hopf algebra) relations can be written in terms

• of simple commutation relations of operator-valued matrices; see for example [24].

" 1.2.1 Actions and Coactions

Actions. A left action of an algebra A on a vector space V is a bilinear map,

_," A® V--* V" x®v_-, x_,v, (1.40)

such that:

(xy)_v=x_,(yt, v), lt>v---v. (1.41)

V is called a left A-module. In the case of the left action of a Hopf algebra H on an

algebra A' we can in addition ask that this action preserve the algebra structure of

A', i.e. x_,(ab) = (x(1)_a) (x(2)t,b)" and xt>l = le(x), for all x e H,a,b e A'.
A' is then called a left. H-module algebra. Right actions and modules are defined in

complete analogy. A left action of an algebra on a (finite dimensional) vector space

induces a right action of the same algebra on the dual vector space and vice versa,

via pullback. Of particular interest to us is the left action of H on .A induced by the

right multiplication in L/:

< y,x_,a >:=< yx,a >=< y®x, Aa >=< y,a(1) < x,a(2) >>, (1.42)
=_ xt, a = ata) < x,a(2) >, for V x,y E lg, a E .A,

where again Aa = a(l) ® a(2). This action of U on A respects the algebra structure

of A, as can easily be checked. The action of/d on itself given by right or left

multiplication does not respect the algebra structure of U; see however (1.63) as an

example of an algebra-respecting "inner" action.

Coaction. In the same sense as comultiplication is the dual operation to multiplica-

tion, right or left coactions are dual to left or right actions respectively. One therefore

defines a right coaction of a coalgebra C on a vector space V to be a linear map,

Ac : V ---, V ® C : v _-, Ac(v) = v (1) ® v (2)', (1.43)

such that,

(Ac ®/d)A c = (/d®A)Ac, (_® e)Ac =id. (1.44)

"zt>is called a generalizedderivation
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Following [33] we have introduced here a notation for the coaction that resembles

Sweedler's notation (1.14) of the coproduct. The prime on the second factor marks

a right coaction. If we are dealing with the right coaction of a Hopf algebra H on an

algebra A, we say that the coaction respects the algebra structure and A is a right

H-comodule algebra, if /ktt(a. b) - AH(a ) • AH(b) and AH(1 ) m 1 ® 1, for all

a, b E A. In the case of a coaction on a Hopf algebra, there might be additional

compatability relations between its coproduct and antipode and the coaction.

Duality of Actions and Coactions. If the coalgebra C is dual to an algebra ,4

in the sense of (1.21), then a right coaction of C on V will induce a left action of A

on V and vice versa, via

x v, v = v O) < x, v (2)' >, (general), (1.45)

for all x E A, v E V. Applying this general formula to the specific case of our

dually paired Hopf algebras lg and A, we see that the right coaction Aa of ,4 on

itself, corresponding to the left action of b¢ on ,4, as given by (1.42), is just the

coproduct _ in .4, i.e. we pick:

A,4(a) -- a (1)® a(2)' = a(,) ® a(2), for Va E A. (1.46)

To get an intuitive picture we may think of the left action (1.42) as being a

generalized specific left translation generated by a left invariant "tangent vector" x E

/g of the quantum group. The coaction A,4 is then the generalization of an unspecified

translation. If we supply for instance a vector x E U as transformation parameter, we

recover the generalized specific transformation (1.42); if we use 1 E/g, i.e. evaluate

at the "identity of the quantum group", we get the identity transformation; but the

quantum analog to a classical finite translation through left or right multiplication

by a specific group element does not exist. In section 4.2 we will give a much more

detailed and geometric discussion of these matter.

i
Quantum Matrix Formulation. The dual quantum group in its matrix form

stays very close to the classical formulation and we want to use it to illustrate some

of the above equations. For the matrix A E MN(Fun(Gq)) and x fi Uqg we find,

Fun(aq) --, FunCaq) ® Fun(Gq) : (1.47)
A,4 A = AA', (fight coaction),

Fun(Gq) _ Fun(Gq) ® Fun(Cq) • (1.48)
_A A = A'A, (left coaction),
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Uqg ® Fun(Gq) _ Fun(Gq) ' (1.49)
x _, A = A < x, A >, (left action),

where matrix multiplication is implied. Following common custom we have used a

prime to distinguish copies of the matrix A in different tensor product spaces. We
p

see that in complete analogy to the classical theory of Lie algebras, we first evaluate

x E Uqg, interpreted as a left invariant vector field, on A E M_(Fun(Gq)) at the

" "identity of Gq", giving a numerical matrix < x,A >E M,_(k), and then shift the

result by left matrix multiplication with A to an unspecified "point" on the quantum

group. Unlike a Lie group, a quantum group is not a manifold in the classical sense

and we hence cannot talk about its elements, except for the identity (which is also

the counit of Fun(Gq)). For L+ E MN(Uqg)equation (1.49) becomes,

L+_A, = A,<L+,A, > = A,R,_, (1.50)

and similarly for L- e MN(Uqg)"

L_ _,A1 = A1 < L'_,A1 > = AIRa_ 1. (1.51)

1.2.2 Commutation Relations

The left action of x E U on products in .A, say bf, is given via the coproduct in/g ,

x_ bf - (bf)0)<x,(bf)(_)>

-- b(1)f(1) < A(x),b(2) ® f(2)> (1.52)

= .Ax t, (b ® f) = b(_) < x(_), b(_) > x(2) _,f.

Dropping the %" we can write this for arbitrary functions f in the foIzn of commu-

tation relations,

x b = Ax_ (b®/d) = b(l) < x(l),b(2) > x(2). (1.53)

This commutation relation provides .A®L/ with an algebra structure via the cross

product,

" .. (.,4 ®/g) ® (.4 ®/g) _ ,,4®M' (1.54)
ax ® by _ ax • by = a b_j) < x(l), bo) > x(_) y.

- That ,A ® la¢ is indeed an associative algebra with this multiplication follows from

the Hopf algebra axioms; it is denoted A>_/g and we call it the quantized algebra of

differential operators. The commutation relation (1.,53) should be interpreted as a

product in fl,>_b/ . (Note that we omit ®-signs wherever they are obvious, but we

sometimes insert a product sign "." for clarification of the formulas.) Right actions
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and the corresponding commutation relations are also possible: /m ¥=<¥, b(1) > b(2)
_ 4.-

and b x=z(1)<zC2),b(1 } > b(2).

Equation (1.53) can be used to calculate arbitrary inner products of/g with A, if

we define [38] a right vacuum ">" to act like the counit in H and a left vacuum "<"

to act like the counit in A,

<xb> = <b(l)<x(l),b(2)> x(2)>

= e(b(l)) < x(l), b(2) > e(x(2)) (1.55)
= < .(_®_)_(_),.(,®_)_(b)>
= <x,b>, forV xEU, bE.A.

Using only the right vacuum we recover formula (1.42) for left actions, I

zb> = b(l)<x(_),b(2)>x(2)>

= b(1) < x(1),b(2) > e(x(2)) (1.56)
= b(1) < x,b(2) >

, = xt>b, forV xEbl, bE.A.

As an example we will write the preceding equations for A, L +, and L-'

L +A1 = A_R12L+2, (commutation relation for L + with m), (1.57)

L_AI = A_P,a_1L_, (commutation relation for L- with A), (1.58)

< A = I <, (left vacuum for A), (1.59)

L +> = L-> = >I, (right vacua forL +andL-). (1.60)

Equation (1.56) is not the only way to define left actions of H on .A in terms of

the product in .A>_bl . An alternate definition utilizing the coproduct and antipode

inH,

z,(,)bS(z(2)) = b(,)< z(,),b(2)> z(2)S(z(3))t

= b(_) < x(1),b(2) > e(x(2)) (1.61)
= bo) < x,b(_) >
= x_,b, forV xEbl, bE.A,

is in a sense more satisfactory because it readily generalizes to left actions of//on

A_£4 ,
x_@ := z(,)byS(z(2))

= x(,)bS(x(2))x(3)yS(x(4))' (1.62)
ad

= (z(,)>b)(z(2)> y), forV z,yeU,be A,

?Notation: (A ® i/)A(z)--(i/®A)A(x) --z(1)® x(2)® z(3)--A_(x),

z(_)®z(2)®Z(z)®Z(4) --A3(x), etc.,see [33].
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1.3 SUq(2) and Eq(2)

In this section we will present SUq(2) and show how the deformed Euclidean group

Eq(2) and its dual, the deformed Lie algebra Uqsu(2), can be obtained from it by

" contraction. The Euclidean group E(2) is a simple example of an inhomogeneous

group. Deformations of such groups in general have been studied in [36].Celeghini

. et al. [37] found a deformation of Ue(2) by ,ntracting Uqsu(2) and simultaneously

letting the deformation parameter h --- In q go to zero. Here we are interested in the

case where q is left untouched.

1.3.1 Eq(2) by contraction of SUq(2)

The commutation relations for SUq(2) [23, 38], may be written in compact matrix
notation as

R12T1T2 = T_T1R12, detqT = 1, T ) = T -1,

A(T) = T@T, e(T)= I, S(T)= T -1, (1.71)

where

/ 000/0 0 0 q
l

A=q-q-landq=q. Now set

c_-v, _=_, "),-eft and 5=_gn,

where g E IR- {0} is a contraction parameter. Written in terms of v, 0, n and fi,

relations (1.7 i) become

• detqT = vO + q_t2nfi = 0v + _Ofin = 1,

nfi = fin, vn = qnv, vfi = qfiv, etc.

and give Eq(2) in agreement ,.ith [39] as a contraction of SUq(2) in the limit/? _ 0:

vO = fJv = 1, nfi = fin, vn = qnv,

nO = qfm, vfi = qfiv, rio = q_-)fi,

zX(n)=n®0+v®n, _(v)=v®v,
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where we have introduced the left adjoint (inner) action in/4 •

x t>y = x(1)yS(x(2)), for V x,y e II. (1.63)

1.2.3 Complex Structure

In the previous section we constructed a generalized semi-direct product algebra _4rob/

using commutation relations -

xa = a(1) < x(l),a(_) > x(2) (1.64)

that allow ordering c,f all elements of A:_U in the form _4 ® _(. After some easy

manipulations we derive an alternative commutation relation

ax = x(2) < S-lx(1),a(2) > a0), (I.65)

good for ordering in the form/4 ® .A. We can now introduce complex conjugation on

A>_U as an antimultiplicative involution, i.e.

_ = x--5= x(2---_< xo),a(2 ) >* a--_. (1.66)

Comparing this equation to equation (1.65) gives the following natural choices:

<x,a>" = <S-I_,_>, (1.67)

A(_) = a(,--'_@a-'_, (1.68)

and hence

S-_ = S--_. (1.69)

In this context let us also define a unitary representation: A unitary representation

T E M, (,4) satisfies T t -- _ = ST so that

< _,T >=< _, _q-T>*=< x,T >t, (1.70)

i.e. the matrix representing the complex conjugate of an element in U is equal to the

adjoint of the matrix representing the original element.

In the next section we would like to give two examples to illustrate the material

presented so far. The first one, SUq(2), is by now the standard example for a quantum

group; it is due to [34]. We pick it as a representative for the R-matrix approach to

quantum groups. Dropping the reality and the unit determinant conditions one can

obtain the further examples of SLq(2) and GLq(2) respectively. The second example

is the Quantum Euclidean Group -- we show how one can obtain it via a contraction

procedure from SUq(2); a more complete treatment of this original work can be found

in [3,5].
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A(fi)=fi®v+O®fi, A(_)=_®_, (1.73)

4-) = _(_)= o, _(,)= _(o)= I,
s(.) = -q-'., s(_)= _,

. s(_)= -q_, s(o)= _.

It is convenient to introduce the operators 0, 0, m, and r_, defined by

io _ O, m nv, rh--_fi. (1.74)

In this basis, the coproducts take on the particularly nice form

A(m) = m® l +e i° ®m, A(fn) =r_ ® l +e -ie ® fn,

A(0) = 0 ® 1 + 1 ® 0. (1.75)

The matrix E given by

E = (1.76)
0 1

satisfies the relations

A(E) = E@E, S(E)= E -_, e(E)= I. (1.77)

These are exactly the relations one would expect for an element of a quantum matrix

group. Notice that the action of E on the column vector 1 '

coordinate, is given by

z _-_ eiOz + m, 7, _ e-iOn. + rYl. (1.78)

We may therefore identify E as an element of the deformed 2-dimensional Euclidean

group Eq(2). Fun(Eq(2)) is the algebra of all C °o functions in the group parameters

of Eq(2), i.e. the algebra spanned by ordered monomials in 0, m, and rh. Thus,

Fun(Eq(2)) is taken to be span{O_mb_C l a, b,c = O,1,...}.
8

1.3.2 Uqe(2) by contraction of Uqsu(2)

The deformed universal enveloping algebra Uqsu(2), dual to Fun(SUq(2)), is generated

. by hermitian operators H, X+, X_ satisfying

[g, X_] -- :I:2X+ [X+, X_ ] -- q._q-H

A(H) = H ® 1 + 1 ® H, A(X+ ) = X_: @qH/2 + q-H2 ® X_,

e(H) = e(X=e) = 0, (1.79)

S(H) = -H, S(X+) = -q_'X+.
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Following [23] these relations can be rewritten as

* * = L_L_R,2, R,2L+2L'( = L'_L +R,2,RI2L2 L1

A(L :i:) = L_6L ±, e(L _:) = I, (1.80)

8(L_) = (5"_) -1 , ,i

where L _ are given by

( ) ( )L + _ q-HI2 q-ll2)_X+ qHI2 0 (1.81)
0 qH/2 , L- = _ql/2XX_ q-H2 "

Using this matrix notation, we can state the duality between the group and the

algebra by means of commutation relations

L+T2 = T2R2_L +, L'_T2 = T2R_ L'i, (1.82)

as explained in section 1.2.2. Equations (1.82) are not only consistent _vith the inner

products

< L +, T2 >= R2_, < Li', T2 >= Ri'_, (1.83)

given in [23] but also contain information about the coproducts of L +, L- and T so

that equations (1.80) can actually be derived as consistency conditions to (1.71) and

(1.82). Complex conjugation can be defined as an involution on the extended algebra

generated by products of T and L*. This agrees with

_(_) = A(h), S(_) =S-_(h) (a.S4)

and

< _,h >=< x,S-'(7_)>'. (1.85)

Unitarity of T then implies (L +)t = (L-)-_, i.e. [-I = H, "_ = X=F. In the present

case equations (1.82) become

Hv = vH - v, X+v = ql/2vX+ - gqnq HI2, X_v -- ql/2vX_,

£Hfi = £(fiH - _), gX+fi - q_/=fitX+ + £jqH/2, gX_fi = gq_/2fiX_, (1.86)

plus the complex conjugate relations.

The way that the deformation parameter £ appears in these relations suggests the

definition of new operators

P+ - £X+, P_ - P+ = gX_ and J-H2,
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so that we will retain non-trivial commutation relations for P_ and J with v, _, n

and fi in the limit g -. 0. Inserting P_ and J into equation (1.79) we obtain Uqe(2)

as a contraction of Uqsu(2) in this limit: j -- J, _ -- P_, and

• [J,P,]=4-P_, [P+,P_] = 0,

Zx(P+) = P+ ® qJ + q-J ® P+, A(J) = J ® 1 + 1 ® J, (1.87)

• e(P:_) =e(J)=0,

S(J) - -J, S(P_) = -q+'P,.

Note that the algebra obtained in (1.87) is the same as the classical 2-dimensional

Euclidean algebra e(2) (with P, - Px 4-iPu and g as hermitian generators)[37].

Note, however, as a Hopf algebra it is still deformed; the deformation parameter q

remains unchanged.

It was shown by Paul Watts [35] that this Hopf algebra is identical to the one

obtained by directly constructing the dual Hopf algebra of Fun(Eq(2)) using methods

similar to [40]. The result was

< pklat_n Oambrne >--[k]q![l]q-,!n!6na6tb6kc, [X]q]----fi q2V_ 1 (1.88), q2_ 1 ,y----1

where {vk#t_" [ k, l,n = 0, 1,...} is a basis for Uqe(2) which is related to our operators

J, P+, and P_ via

J - i_, P+ - qq-ieu, P_ - -q- l_q-ie. (1.89)

These two constructions are summarized in the following (commutative) diagram:

SU_ (2)' °°°'"_"°°,-0"E_(2)

°-'"°°,_o-u  (21
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Chapter 2
J,,

Bicovariant Calculus

Having extended the left U-module .4 to .4_Uthrough the construction of the cross

product algebra, we would now like to also extend the definition of the coaction of .4

to .4>_U, making the quantized algebra of differential operators an `4-bicomodule.

2.1 Left and Right Covariance

In this section we would like to study the transformation properties of the differential

operators in `4>_U under left and right translations, i.e. the coactions A_ and AA

respectively. We will require,

_ACby)= _(b)_(y) = _(b)_(_) e ,4®,4_U, (2.1)
A,4(by) = A.a(b)A_t(y) = A(b)A.4(y) e .4>_L/® .4, (2.2)

for all b E .4, y E U, so that we are left only to define ,4A and A_ on elements

of L/. We already mentioned that we would like to interpret L/as the algebra of left

invariant vector fields; consequently we will try

,4A(y) = l®y e,4®U, (2.3)

as a left coaction. It is easy to see that this coaction respects not only the left action

(1.42) of U on ,4,

_A(x_b) = _A(b(1))<x,b(2)>
.J

= 1 b(1) ® b(2) < x, b(s}>

-- x(1)'b(1) t_ (x (2}t>b(2)) (2.4)

=: AA(x) t__A(b),
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but also the algebra structure (1.53) of A>_/4,

 A(x. b) =  A(b¢ll) < x<l ,b 2)>
= b(l) 1 ® b(2) < x(l),b(3) > x(2)

• = 1 b(l)® b(2) < x(l),b(3) > x(2) (2.5)

= x(1)'b(1) ® (x (_). b(2))

• =:

The right coaction, AA •/4 ---*1N® ,4, is considerably harder to find. We will

approach this problem by extending the commutation relation (1.53) for elements of
i

U with elements of ,4 to a generalized commutation relation for elements of/4 with

elements of ,4 >_U,

x. by =" (by) (1) < x(1), (by){_)' > x(2), (2.6)

for all x, y 6 H, b E ,4. In the special case b = 1 this states,

x . y = yO) < x(l) ,y(2)' > x(_), x,y _. /4, (2.7)

and gives an implicit definition of the right coaction A_(y) _----y(l) ® y(2)' of A on

/4. Let us check whether A_ defined in this way respects the left action (1.42) of li
on `4:

<z®y,A.A(xt>b)> = <zy,xt>b>

= < zy, b(_) >< x, b(2) >

= < zyx, b >

= < z(x (1) < y(_),x (2)' > y(:}), b >
(2.8)

= < zxO) ® Y(1)® Y(_), bo) ® z (_)' ® b(2) >

= < zx (t) ® y, b(_) ® x(2)'b(2) >

= < z ® y, (x (1):, b(])) ® x(2)'b(2) >

=: < z ® y, A_(x) _,A.a(b) >,

for all x,y,z E /4, bE ,4, q.e.d..

. Given a linear basis {e_} of H and the dual basis {ff } of ,4 = H', < el, fJ >= 6i, we

can derive an explicit expression [41] for A.a from (2.7):

ad
" A.a(el) = ej t> e_ ® fJ, (2.9)

or equivalently, by linearity of A.a:

,a fjA_(y)=ej c, y® , ye/4. (2.10)
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It is then easy to show that,

(A.4 ® id)A.4(y) = (/d® &)A4(y), (2.11)

(/d® e)AA(y) = y, (2.12)

proving that A_ satisfies the requirements of a coaction on H, and,

A_(_y)= a_(_)A_(_), (2.13) .

showing that _.4 is an/g-algebra homomorphism; AA is however in general not a

/d-Hopf algebra homomorphism. Using the explicit expression for A.4 we can now

prove that it respects the algebra structure of A)aH:

/x.4(xa) = _.4(a(1) < x(1),ap) > xp))

= A(a(1)) < x(l),a(2) > A_(x(_))

= (a(1) ®a(2))(< x(l),a(3) > x(2) (1) ®x(2) (2)')

= (a(1)®a(2))(< x(l),a(3) > ei(l)x(2)Sei(_) ® fi)

= a(1) < x(1),(:t(3) > ei(l)x(2)_ei(2 ) ®a(2)fi_a(4)o(5)
i,d

= a(l) < ek ®x(l) ® Set,a(2) ®a(3) ®a(4) > ei _ x(2)® fkfifla(s)
_d

= a(n < %_)x(l)Sei(s),a(2) > ei(_) c, xp)® fia(3)

= a(1) < ei(_)x(l)Sei(4),a(2) > ei(_)x(2)Seip) ® fia(3)

= ei(_)xSei(2)a(l) ® fia(_)

= (e__ x ®f_)(a(_)®ap))
= /x_(x)/x_(a). o

(2.14)

This not only proofs that A.4 is a .4>dA-algebra homomorphism but also that the

algebra structure of .A>aZdis compatible with A.a °. Clearly a less complicated way

to see this would be quite welcome. In the next section we will see that A_ can be

obtained for all elements of .4 )aM via conjugation by the canonical element C _/4 ®,4

so that the _t>aLI-homomorphism property of A.a i,_:hen obvious.

2.2 The Canonical Element

So far we have shown how the two dual Hopf algebras .A "functions on the quantum

group" and L/ "deformed universal enveloping algebra" can be combined into a new

algebra, the cross product or generalized semi-direct product algebra A>_Z_,and that

"In more mathematical terms: The two-sided ideal I := za- a(_) < z(_),a(_) > _(_) that we

factored out of U(A ®/4) to obtain .A_IM is invariant under A.,t in the sense A,a(I) C I® ,4.
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this algebra may be viewed as consisting of bicovariant differential operators and the

functions they act on. This algebra is not a Hopf algebra but it has ,4 and H as ttopf

subalgebras and can in principle be reconstructed from either one of them. As we

shall show, the transformation properties of the elements of A>d_ are simply given

through conjugation by the canonical element C of b/® .4 -- furthermore, we can

recover many of the familiar relations for quantum groups from the consistency rela-

• tions which C satisfies in the case where/4 is quasitriangular [23, 88]. One could even

take an extreme point of view and base everything on the canonical element C in

.A>_N and its commutation relations, making any explicit reference to the coalgebra

structures (A, S', c) of ,4 and b/superfluous.

The expression of the coaction in terms of the canonical element was found i, collab-

oration with Paul Watts [46].

Defininition and Relations

So let us now introduce the canonical element C in/4 ® ,4

C - ei ® fi. (2.15)

C' satisfies several relations; for instance, note that

((S ® id)(C))C = S(ei)e., ® fip

= oikJS(ei)ej ® fl,

= (m o(S®id)oA)(ek)® fk

= lu¢(ek) (gfk

= lu®E,,f"
- lu ® 1.4, (2.16)

where rn is the multiplication map, D_j is the matrix that describes the coproduct in

/d and Ek is the vector corresponding to the counit in H, so

(S (9 id)(C) = C -_. (2.17)
P

Similar calculations also give

(id ® S)(C) = C-', (2.18)

as well as the following:

(A ® id)(C) = C,aC2s, (2.19)

(id(9 A)(C) = C_C,3, (2.20)

(e®id)(C) = (id®Q(C) = lug 1,4. (2.21)
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I

Thereismore toC thanjusttheaboverelations;thisisseenby computingtheright

coactionofa basisvectorin/4.Using(2.10)

_.4(ei) ffi (ej_,e,) ® fi

-- (e:)(t}e,S((ej){2)) ® fJ

= ,..,,S(,.) ®l"f

- (e,. @ p)(e, ® 1+4)(S(e.) ® F)

= C(e_ @ 1,4)(5' ® id)(C), (2.22)

so for any zE/4,

A.4(x) = C(z ® 1)C -t. (2.23)

However, when we think of C as living in (A_b/)® (A:_/4), with e_ and fl as the

bases for the subalgebras/4 and ,4 of A>_/g respectively, further results follow. For

instance, for a E A,

C(a ® I)C -t = e_aS(ej) ® j_ fJ

= D':f
= no)<(ek)o),a(=))(ej,)(2)SC(eh)(3)) ® fk

= ao) @ao), (2.24)

(where 1 = 1A>_b/ _ 1_4® lu) so that

C(a ® 1)C -t= A(a). (2.25)

Thus,therightcoactionof,4on ,4_b/isobtainedthroughconjugationby C

A.4(a)= C(a ® 1)C -1 (2.26)

for any a E ,4>_b/. This expression shows explicitly that A,4 is an algebra homomor-

phism
A,_(a_)= C(a/_® I)C-_

= C(a ® l)C-tC03 ® I)C-t (2.27) .

= A.4(a)A.4(/9)

for o,/Y E ,4>_/g, and that it is consistent with the algebra structure of ,4>_H

C(xa)C -1 = C(a(t) < z(1),a(2) > x(:l) ® 1)C -t

= C(ao) ® 1)C -t < xo),a(2 ) > C(x(n) ® 1)C -1
(2.28)

= A(a(t)) < x(t),a(2) > A,4(=(2})

= A,,(xa).
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We can continue doing calculations along these lines, and we find

C-'(1 ®x)C = A(x) (2.29)

for x E H. For elements of the cross product algebra this gives the left H-coaction

u_(a) - al, ®a2 -- C-S(l ®a)C, (2.30)

that appears in the general commutation relationo

a_ ffi B (1)< as,, fl{2)' > or2. (2.31)

Usingtheseresults,togetherwiththecoproductrelationsforC, we obtaintheequa-

tion

C23C_2= C12C13C23. (2.32)

(Interestingly, this equation can be viewed as giving the multiplication on .,4_l_' as

defined in (3.16).)

quasitriangular Case

In the case where H is a quasitriangular Hopf algebra with universal R-matrix 7_, the

coproduct relations involving C imply the following consistency conditions:

R12C13C23 = C23C13_12,

7_23C12 = C12_1a/_23,

/'_13C2:3= C_'/_13'R.12. (2.33)

To see the added significance of these equations, note that

(C,a ® id) = a, (2.34)

where a E ,4, and we use the notation

(=, idl == (2.35)

for x E L/. Let p :H --, Mn(k) be a matrix representation of/4, and define the n x n

• matrices Aij E A by

(=, =p'j(=). (2.30)
. (These Aij's are what are usually viewed as the non-commuting matrix elements of

the pseudo-matrix group associated with/4 [31].) Given p, we can define the H-valued
matrices

L + e (id®p)(T_),

L-- =-- (p ® id)(R--l), (2.37)
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and the numerical R-matrix

R= (p® (2.38)

Furthermore, it is easily seen that (p® id)(C) = A. Now let us apply (pik _ PJI _) id)

to the first of equations (2.33); the left side gives
e

(Pik ® P_t ® id)(_laCtaC2a) = (pi ®p_ )(_)(p_ ® id)(C)(p"t ® id)(C)

= t_._,,,,A"kA"I. (2.39) .

The fight hand side gives AimAJ,Rm"hl, so using the usual notation, we obtain

RAlA2 = A2AIR, (2.40)

which gives the commutation relations between the elements of A. Doing similar

gymnastics with the other two equations in (2.33) gives

L+lA2 = A_R_IL+1,

L'{A2 = A2R -1L'_, (2.41)

which give the commutation relations between elements of/4 and ,4 within AxJH.

(Of course, we alsc have the commutation relations

RL+L7 = L_L+_R, (2.42)

between elements of/4, obtained as above from _,12T_13"]'_23 _- ")P_23"R-Ia'R,12,the quan-

tum Yang-Baxter equation.) Thus, we recover all the commutation relations between

A and L _ given in [38].

2.3 BicovariantVector Fields

The appearanceofaninfinitesum inequation(2.10)orforthatmatter(2.26)suggests

thattheelementsof/4haveingeneralverycomplicatedtransformationproperties.In

contrast,thefunctionsin,4,especiallythoseconstructedfromthematrixelementsof

A,haveverysimpletransformationpropertiesgivenby thecoproductin,4(1.27).We

would liketoshow how toconstructvectorfieldscorrespondingto-- and inheriting

thesimplebehaviorof_ thesefunctions.Thisconstructioncanthenbe usedtofind

a basisofvectorfieldsthatclosesundercoactionand henceunder (mutual)adjolnt

actions.Firstwe needtoproofthefollowinglemma.
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Lemma: Let T - Ti ® T i E L/®/4 such that TA(z) = A(x)T for all x E 14, then
ad

it followsthat Ti ® (x _ T i) = (Ti _ x)® T i with Ti ,: x _ S(x{1))Tix(2 ) for all
z ELl.

Proof:

• T, ® (x _ T') -= T; ®zcIIT_S(zt_I)
----" S(x{I))x(2)Ti ® X(a)TiS(x(4))

(2.43)
• = S(zttl)T_xta ) ® TiXta)S(x(4))

= (r,_x)®V +. o
For any function b E A, define

:= (T,b®/d) e L/. (2.44)

Proposition: This vector field has the following transformation property:

_.A(Yb) = _(2) ® S(bt_))bta) (2.45)

Proof:

A,g(K ) _- (Ti, b) (ek I>T i) ® f'
= (T,,_ek, b) Ti®fk

= K{2) ® S(b(_))bta). m

Example: Let T := T_21RI2 and b := Aij, then yij := YA,, = (R:IRI2,Ai_ @ i4) is
the well-known matrix of vector fields L+S(L -) introduced in [43] with coaction:

AA(Yii ) -- yk t ® S(Aik)Atj.

This last example may in some cases (when L/is factorizable [47]) provide a way

of computing the canonical element C from R21R12: Let p be the map

p " ,4 ---,H " b_-, (n_,n,2,b®id) , (2.47)

thtn (//® p)(C) = ei (R21_12, f i ®/d) = T_2tR12 and, in cases where p is invertible;

C = (/d ® p-1)(R2_T_). (2.48) I

In the next section we will elaborate more on elements like T and their connection

to the "Pure Braid Group". There we will also proof the reverse of Proposition 2.45.

• 2.4 The Pure Braid Group

Introduction

In the classical theory of Lie algebras we start the construction of a bicovariant

calculus by introducing a matrix fl = A-_dA _ P of one-forms that is invariant under
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left, transformations,

A _ A'A: d --, d, fl ---, fl, (2.49)

and covariant under right transformations,

A ---,AA' : d ---,d, fl ---,A'-lftA '. (2.50)

The dual basis to the entries of this matrix fl form a matrix X of vector fields with

the same transformation properties as f_:

(flij,xkt) = _l_j (classical). (2.51)

We find,

-- (AT-_A )T (classical). (2.52)
X

Woronowicz [21] was able to extend the definition of a bicovariant calculus to

quantum groups. His approach via differential forms has the advantage that coactions

(transformations) _A : F --, `4 ® F and A.a : F --+ F ® .4 can be introduced very

easily through,

.aA(da) = (/d ® d)Aa, (2.53)

A.4(da) = (d ®/d)Aa, (2.54)
I

where .4 is the Hopf algebra of 'functions on the quantum group', a E ,4 and A

is the coproduct in `4 . Equations (2.53,2.54) rely on the existence of an invariant

map d : ,4 --, F provided by the exterior derivative. A construction of the bicovariant

calculus starting directly from the vector fields is much harder because simple formulae

like (2.53,2.54) do not seem to exist a priori. The properties of the element T that

we introduced in the previous section however indicates exceptions: We will show

that for Hopf algebras that allow "pure braid elements" T, like e.g. quasitriangular

Hopf algebras, invariant maps from ,4 to the quantized algebra of differential operators

,4>d4 can indeed be constructed. Using these maps we will then construct differential

operators with simple transformation properties and in particular a bicovariant matrix

of vector fields roughly corresponding to (2.52).

In the next subsection we will hence describe a map, (_ : ,4 _ `4)4L/, that is

invariant under (right) coactions and can be used to find A_t on specific elements

¢(b) e/4 in terms of A.a on b e A: Aa(¢(b)) = (¢ ®/d)A.4(b).
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T_21_12 7_21_31T_13R12 _21_a1R41T_14R13R12

Figure 2.1' Generators of the pure braid group.

2.4.1 Invariant Maps and the Pure Braid Group

A basis of generators for the pure braid group B. on n strands can be realized in 14,

or for that matter Uqg, as follows in terms of the universal T_:

7_2_R12, R21_.31RI3R12-_-(id®/X)R_IRI_, ... ,
TC2_... R"_R_"... R _2- (/d("-_) ® A)(/d ("-3) ® A)... (/d ®/X)R2_R_2,

and their inverses; see figure 2.1 and ref.[32]. All polynomials in these generators are

central in A("-1)/4 - {A("-1)(x) Ix fi/4}; in fact we can take,

span{B.} := {Z. fi L/_nIZnA("-1)(x)= A(n-1)(x)Z., forVx e/4}, (2.55)

as a definition.

Remark: Elements of span{B.} do not have to be written in terms of the universal

T_, they also arise from central elements and coproducts of central elements. This is

particularly important in cases where/4 is not a quasitriangular Hopf algebra.

There is a map, _). :A --* A ®/4 ®("-1) _-* (A>dX) ®(n-l), associated to each

element of span {B. }"

eb.(a):=Z._(a®id("-l)), with Z. 6 span{B.}, a6A. (2.56)

We will first consider the case n = 2. Let T - T1, ® T2, be an element of span{ B2}

and ¢_(b) = T _, (b®id) = b(l) < T_,,b(_) > T_,, for b6 I. We compute,

= A(x)V I>(b®/d)

= TA(x) t, (b @/d) (2.57)

= Tt> (x. b)

= _'(b(l)) < x(_),b(_) > x(_),
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which, when compared to the generalized commutation relation (2.6), i.e.

• ._(b) = [¢(b)](_)< _(_),[_(b)](_)'> _(_), (2.5S)

$_=,

a_(¢Cb))- [¢Cb)](')®[¢(b)]c_)'= ¢(b(_))_ b(_) (2._9) "
aaC¢Cb))= (_ ®_)aaCb),

as promised. However we are especially interested in the transformation properties .

of elements of H, so let us define,

Tb :=< T,b®/d>=< Tl,,b > TI,, (2.60) ,

for T E span(B2), b E ¢4. Using (2.2,2.59) we recover the result of Proposition 2.45

A_(Tb) = Tb¢2)® S(b(1))b(a). (2.61)

Let us now proof the reverse statement:

Proposition: If there is a linear map T • ,4 _ U, realized and labelled by some

element T E L(_ viab _-, Tb --< T,b®id >, Vb E ,4, such that the resulting

element in U transforms like AaTb = Tb(2) ® Sb(1)b(3); then T Espan(B2), i.e. T
must commute with all coproducts.

Proof: For all x E ht and b E A

<AxT, b®/d> = <zhx,b0}®/d><T,b(_}®/d>

= < x(a},b(_) > x(2)Tb(_)

= < z(1), b(_) > T%) < x(_),Sb(_)b(4) > x(3) (2.62)
= Tb(_ < x(_),b(_)Sb(:)b(4) > x(_)

= Tbo) < x(1),b{2) > x(2)
= <TAz,b®/d>. o

From this follows an important Corollary:

If there exists a map ¢ • .A _ .A:_L/such that A_t 0 ¢ = (¢ ® id) 0 A; then it follows

that ¢(b) = b(_) < T, b(2) ®/d > with T Espan(B2) for all b E _ and vice versa.

Here are a few important examples for "pure braid elements": For the simplest

non-trivial example in the case of a quasitriangular Hopf algebra 3) - T_21T_12 and

b-- Aij, we obtain the 'reflection-matrix'[42] Y E M.(/4), which has been intro-

duced before by other authors [43, 44] in connection with integrable models and the
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differential calculus on quantum groups,
.

Y'j := YA,,
= < R2'7_ _2,Ai_ ®/d >

• = (< Rz_T¢23,A@A ® id >)ij (2.63)

= (< R_',A ® id >< R'2, A ® id >)_

= (L+SL-)ij,

with transformation properties,

A _ AA'" yij .__ _xA(yij) _. yk I t_ S(Aik)Alj (2.64)

--((A,)-,yA')ij,

A --_ A'A" Y'j--,.AA(yij)= l® Y'j. (2.65)

The commutationrelation(1.53)becomesinthiscase,

Y2A, = L+SL_A,

= L+A_SL_R2_ (2.66)
= A1R12L+SL_R21

= AIR12Y2R21,

where we have used (1.57), (1.58), and the associativity of the cross product (1.54);

note that we did not have to use any explicit expression for the coproduct of Y. The

matrix _)(Aij) = AikYkjtra nsforms exactly like A, as expected, and interestingly
even satisfies the same commutation relation as A,

R_2(AY)_(AY)2 = (AY)2(AY)_R_2, (2.67)

as can be checked by direct computation. C. Chryssomalakos [45] found an "expla-

nation" for this fact by expressing AY in terms of casimirs. We will come back to

this in the next section.

The choice, Y - (1 - R.2_TE_2)/,X,where _ - q - q-_, and again b - Aij gives us

a matrix X E M,_(ht),

xij :=< (1 - Ti2_R)2)/,k, Aij ®/d >= ((I - Y)/,k)i_, (2.68)

• that we will encounter again in section 4.1. X has the same transformation properties

as Y and is the quantum analog of the classical matrix (2.52) of vector fields.

Finally, the particular choice b - detq A in conjunction with Y - R2'T¢ 12 can

serve as the definition of the quantum determinant of Y,

DetY := Yde%A =-< R2'R'2, detqA ®/d >; (2.69)
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we will come back to this in the next section, but let us just mention that this

definition of DetY agrees with,

detq(AY) = detq(A < T_217_t2,A ®/d >)

= detqA < 7_2tT_t2, detqA ®/d > (2.70)

= detqA DetY.

Before we can consider maps _, for n > 2 we need to extend the algebra and

coalgebra structure of A>_H to (A>_H) ®("-t}. It is sufficient to consider (A>_U)®2; all

other cases follow by analogy. If we let

(a®b)(x®y) = ax@by, forYa, beA, x, yELl, (2.71)

then it follows that

x •a ® y • b = at1) < X(1) + a(2) > x(2) ¢_ b(1) < y(_), b(2) > y(2)

= (a ® b)(1) < (x ® Y)0)' (a ® b)(2) > (x ® Y){2) (2.72)
= (x®y).(a®b), forVa, beA, z,y__b[,

as expected from a tensor product algebra. If we coact with +4 on Jt>_U®-_,or higher

powers, we simply collect all the contributions of A.4 from each tensor product space

in one space on the right:

_(ax ® by) = (ax)C,) ® (bu)C')® (ax)C2)'Cby)(_)'
' (2.73)

for V a, b _. .4., x, y _. lg.

2.5 Casimirs
J

Casimirs play an important role in the theory of quantum groups, even more so

than in classical group theory. They, or rather characters related to them, label

representations; casimirs -- in particular trq(Y) and Detq(Y) show up as coefficients

in the characteristic polynomial for the matrix of bicovariant generators Y and finally

extra non-classical generators in Quantum Lie Algebras are given by casimirs. Here

we want to collect some formulas for casimir operators and comment on a few of their
uses.

Casimirs related to AAd-invariant elements of ,4

Centrality of elements of L( is synonymous to their invariance under the right ,4-
coaction because of

xy-" ylt) < x(1),y(2)'> x(_), A_y -- y(t) ® y(21' (2.74)
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wifAac=c®l then xc= c< x(l),l > z(2) =ce(xtl))x(2) = cx. In the previous

sections we have shown how to construct elements of/4 from elements of .4, preserving

their transformation properties under adjoint coactrion. The quantum determinant

and the quantum traces are invariant under A ad, giving our first group of examples

for casimir operators:

trq(Y k) =< T, trq(A k) ®/d >, Detq(Y) =< T, Detq(A) ®/d >, (2.75)

where T is an element of the pure braid group, i.e. TA(y) = A(y)T for all y E/4. In

the case of T = T_17"¢.1_the first set of casimirs coincides with the ones given in [23];

there are in fact as many independent ones as the rank of the corresponding group.

Casimirs arising from the pure braid group

Let y "= TiST i, where T _ Ti ® T i is an element of the pure braid group, tlere is a

proof that "7is a casimir:

Tiy(l) ® Tiy(2) = y(1)Ti ® y(2)T _

¢_ Tiyt_)S(yt_))S(T_) = Ytl)TiS(Ti)S(Y(2)) (2.76)
¢* e(y)'7 = y(1)-TS(y(2))

¢, y-7 = -Ty . D

More casimirs like S(Ti)T i, e(Ti)T i, Tie(T i) can be obtained in similar ways.

Relation to Drinfeld's casimir c. Drinfeld [28, 19] showed that the S 2 automor-

phism is realized as conjugation by an element u in quasitriangular Hopf algebras.

Let n = ai ®/3i, then u = S(13i)oi, S(u) = aj,5'(/3/) and c = uS(u). If we choose

T -" Ta..217_.12 as our pure braid element, then

TS(T =

= /_iS(u)S(oU)(S(u))-' S(u) (2.77)
=
= =

. and similar S(Ti)T _ = S-l(c).

Extra Generators

Classicallythe commutator of Liebracketof a casimirc and some vectorfieldy

vanishesbecauseofthecentralityofc;socasimirsdo notplaya roleinclassicalLie
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algebras. In the quantum case the commutator is replaced by the adjoint action and
then

ad
c t_ y = c(,)yS(c(2)) # 0 (2.78)

in general. We however still have

sd
y t>c = y(1)cS(y(2)) = e(y)c, (2.79)

which is zero if e(y) - 0, as is usually the case for a generator of a quantum Lie

algebra.

Special properties of AY

We remarked earlier that AY = AL+SL - satisfies the same algebra as A does.

C.Chryssomalakos [45] found that this is also true for AY k and gave a nice explanation

for this fact that I would like to quote here: Using the coproduct of c

_c = (_'_'_)-=(c ® c) (2.80)

one easily derives

AY = ac -1Ac, (2.81)

where c_6_ =< c, AJi >. In the case of a Ribbon Hopf Algebra [32, 19] there is a

central element w that implements the square root of c; its coproduct is

Aw = (7_2_n12)-1 (w ® w), (2.82)

leading to
_i --1

AY = o_ 2w Aw (2.83)

and more general

AY k = a-_w-kAw k. (2.84)

In the case that we are not dealing with a ribbon Hopf algebra, there is an alternative

expression [45] based on another algebra homomorphism A _ AD -1, where D =

< u,A>,

AY = cxuAD-lu -1. (2.85)

From the form of these equations it is clear that the map Cr : A _ AY k is an algebra

homomorphism. It also follows quite easily that this map is invariant in the sense

A,4 o Cr = (Cr ® id) o A. This immediately poses the question of a relation to our
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theory of bicovariant generators and pure braid elements. For the "Ribbon" case we
find

yk = t_-_S(A)w-kAwk (2.86)
---- a-_ <_ (w-k)(l),A > (W-k)(2)ll) k,

so that yk =< T, A ® id > with the pure braid element

•r = a-_ A(w-k)(1®wk). (2.S7)

The "Non-Ribbon" case gives

y - aS(A)uAD-lu-1

= a < u(1),A > u(2) < u-l,A > u -a (2.88)

- a < u(1)u -1,A > u(2)u-_

such that again Y = < T _,A ®/d > with another pure braid element

T' = c_A(u)(u -1 ® u-l). (2.89)

Both examples are hence as expected special cases of the pure braid formulation.
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Chapter 3

°CGymnastl s

In this chapter we would like to study for the example of Y E MN(bt) the matrix form
of H as introduced at the end of section 1.1.2. Let us first derive commutation relations

for Y from the quantum Yang-Baxter equation (QYBE): Combine the following two

copies of the QYBE,

7_12T_137_3 = T_23_137_12, and _1"R317_32 = R327_3_T_21,

resulting in,

_2'7"¢.31TCz2_u_37"¢,23 ='Rz2_7"¢,3' 21 23 _37.¢12,

and apply the QYBE to the underlined part to find,

7_2_(_3'7_:z)R_2(7_2_23)= (_327_23)R21(R3'7_'3)7_'2,

which, when evaluated on < ., At ® As ®/d >, gives:

R21_t_R12Y2 = Y2R2aY1R12. (3.1)

3.1 Higher Representations and the ,-Product

As was pointed out in section 1.1.2, tensor product representations of/4 can be

constructed by combining A-matrices. This product of A-matrices defines a new

product for/4 which we will denote ".'. The idea is to combine Y-matrices (or

L+,L - matrices)inthe same way as A-matricestoget higherdimensionalmatrix

representations,

Yl * Y2 := < _I_,A_A2 ®//>, (3.2)

L + • L + := < 7"£2I,A_A_ ®/d >, (3.3)

SL'_ _,SL_ .'= < 7"¢,):,AIA._ ® :-4> . (3.4)
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Let us evaluate (3.2) in terms of the ordinary product in b/,

Y_• Y2 = < (_ ®/d)_:R_2, A_@A2®i/>

= < T_.327_31T_.13Tg_3,A1 @ A2 ® i/> (3.5)
" -- < (7_-l)I2R31T_.I3TC.12R327_.23,AI ® A2 _)/d :>

" where we have used,

_3_Zes_ls_ ((re-_ .....)
12 31 32R12_13

= (7_-l)_2_31_l_re_:R _.

Similar expressions for L + and SL- are:

SL'_ • SL_ = SL'_ SL_. (3.7)

All matrices in MN(/g) satisfy by definition the same commutation relations (1.30) as

A, when written in terms of the e- product,

R,_L+_ • L + = L + • L+R,a _ R,_L+L + = L+L+R,_, (3.8)

R_SL + • SL + -- SL + • SL+R_ _ R_SL+SL + = SL+SL+R,_, (3.9)

= (R_-_R_V_)R_
R_Y_R_Y_ = Y_R_Y_R_. (3.10)

Remark: Equations incorporating the e-product are mathematically very similar to

the expressions introduced in ref.[48] for braided linear algebras _ our analysis was in

fact motivated by that work _ but on a conceptional level things are quite different:

We are not dealing with a braided algebra with a braided multiplication but rather

. with a rule for combining matrix representations that turns out to be very useful, as

we will see, to find conditions on the matrices in MN(/g) from algebraic relations for

matrices in MN (.fl,).

3.1.1 Multiple e-Products

We can define multiple (associative) e-products by,

Y_ _ Y_ e... • 1_ :=< T_:7_,A_A_ ... A_ ®/d >, (3.11)
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but thisequationisnot veryusefultoevaluatethesemultiples-productsinpractice.

However,the "big"R-matrix ofequation(1.32)can be used tocalculatemultiple

s-products recursively: Let Y! _ _, • Y2, o . . . s Y., and Yn _ _ s _ s . . . s y,n,
then:

Yl • Yn - Rl,n -IYsRI,I; Yn; (3.12)

compare to (1.33) and (3.5), The analog of equation (3.10) is also true:

R1,n Yt s Yn = Yn s YjRt,st (3.13) "

¢_ Ru,tYIRt,u Yn - YnRtt,tYtR1,n. (3.14)

The s-product of three Y-matrices, for example, reads in terms of the ordinary mul-

tiplication in/4 as,

Y,, (Y2,Y3) = -_ Y' Y_) (3.15)RI,{_)YIRI,{2z)( 2 s

This formula generalizes to higher s-products,*

k k

II.Y,=H  her ..
iml i--I

(3.16)
[ R -1 R-_

Y,!'.!k= +(++,) ,{++2}...R_'_]'_R_k...R_(,+,), 1 <i < k,/ Yk, i=k.

3.2 Quantum Determinants

Assuming that we have defined the quantum determinant detq A of A in a suitable

way -- e.g. through use of the quantum t0-tensor, which in turn can be derived from

the quantum exterior plane -- we can then use the invaxiant maps ¢, for n = 2

to find the corresponding expressions in/4; see (2.69). Let us consider a couple of

examples:

DetY := < 7_217_12,detqA ®/d >, (3.17)

DetL + "- < 7_21 detqA ®/d > (3.18)+'" , • •

DetSL- := < 7_12,detqA®/d >. (3.19)

"Allproducts are orderedaccordingto increasingmultiplication parameter, e.g.

k

lI *_ - Y_ *Y_*...* Yk.
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Because of equations (3.6) and (3.7) we can identify,

DetL + m det_-_ L +, DetSL- m detqSL-. (3.20)

Properties of detqA, namely:

A detqA = detqA A (central), (3.21)

• A(detqA) - detqA ® detqA (group.like), (3.22)

translate into corresponding properties of "Det _. For example, here is a short proof

of the centrality of DetY m YdetqAbased on equations (2.7) and (2.61):t

z Yb = Yh_) < zO), S(bo))bla) > z(2), Vz E bl;

X Yd_,A = Y_t,A < x(l), S(detqA)detqA > x(2) (3.23)
= Y_,t,A < xO), i > z{:)

= Y_t,A r, Vx E/4.

The determinant of Y is central in the algebra, so its matrix representation must, be

proportional to the identity matrix,

< DetY, A >= _I, (3.24)

with some proportionality constant K that is equal to one in the case of special

quantum groups; note that (3.24) is equivalent to:

detl(R21R12) = t¢ll_, (3.25)

where detl is the ordinary determinant taken in the first pair of matrix indices. We

can now compute the commutation relation of DetY with A [24],

DetYA = A<DetY, A> DetY

= _A DetY, (3.26)

showing that in the case of special quantum groups the determinant of Y is actually
central in A>_/g. t

Using (3.22) in the definition of DetY,
q

DetY = < T_17_ 1_,detqA @/d >

= < 7P_317_a,A(detqA) @/d >
• (3.27)

= < 7_slR23, detqA ® detqA ®/d >

= detq-_L + •detqSL-,

tThis proof easily generalizes to show the centrality of any (right) invariant c E/4, A,a(c) = c® 1,

an example being the invaziant traces tr(D-IY i') [23].

_The invariant traces are central only in/4 because they are not group-like.
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we see that "DetY" coincides with the definition of the determinant of Y given in

[38].
A practical calculation of DetY in terms of the matrix elements of Y st_,rts from,

detqA t__''''N= Ah j_...j_ ,

q, _ . e iand uses DetY = det v ,Y, I.e. the q-determinant with the -mulhphcatlon:

DetY e__''''N ,,. eYh Jz..._ •

Now we use equation (3.16) and get:

DetY e_r''_ - ,_,..._Me__'''_N, where:

(;.30)
. ] R-_ R-_ ."N"_N&k'..&(_+_I, 1<i<k,y,!:!,.= ,('+,),(,+,)I.I.'_, i=k.

It is interesting to see what happens if we use a matrix T 6./tIN(A) with deter-

minant detqT = I, e.g. T := A/(detqA) I/N, to define a matrix Z 6. MN(I/) [24] in

analogy to equation (2.63),

Z :=< 7_1T_l_,T®//>; (3.31)

we find that Z is automatically of unit determinant:

DetZ := < 7_217_12,detvT ® id >

= < R21R 12,1 ® id > (3.32)

= (e®//)(R'n_ 12) -- I.

3.3 An Orthogonality Relation for Y

If we want to consider only such transformations
t

x _ _4a(x) = A@x, x e C N, A e MN(.A), (3.33)

of the quantum plane that leave lengths invariant, we need to impose an orthogonality

condition on A; see [23]. Let C e MN(k) be the appropriate metric and zTCz the

length squared of z then we find,

ArCA = C (orthogonality), (3.34)
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as the condition for an invariant length,

zTUz _ _A(xTCx) - I ® zrCz. (3.35)

if we restrict A -- and thereby ,4 -- in this way we should also impose a corresponding

orthogonality condition in/,4. Use of the .-product makes this, as in the case of the

quantum determinants, an easy task: we can simply copy the orthogonality condition

• for A and propose,

(L+)TeCL + = C =_ L.CT(L+)T-'C r, (3.36)

(SL-)T • CSL- = C _ (SL-)TCSL - = C, (3.37)
!

},T•CY = C, (matrixmultiplication understood), (3.38)

orthogonalityconditionsinb/.The firsttwo equationswerederivedbeforein[23]

in a differentway. Let us calculatethe conditionon }"in termsof theordinary

multiplicationinb/,

C,# = Y_ , CkIYIj

---- C_,(Y, • y_)_lj (3.39)

or, using C_j -- q(N-l)]_kijckl:

Cij = q(N-I)Cmn(YI RI2Y2)"rnij. (3.40)

Remark: Algebraic relations on the matrix elements of Y like the ones given in the

previous two sections also give implicit conditions on R; however we purposely did

not specify R, but rather formally assume its existence and focus on the numerical

R-matrices that appear in a_ final expressions. Numerical R-matrices axe known for

most deformed Lie algebras of interest [23] and many other quantum groups. One

could presumably use some of the techniques outlined in this article to actually derive
relations for numerical R-matrices or even for the universal 7_.

3.4 About the Coproduct of Y
9

Itwould be niceifwe couldexpressthecoproductofY,

• A(Y) =< (//® A)T£217_*_,A @/d >, (3.41)

in terms of the matrix elements of the matrix Y itself, as it is possible for the coprod-

ucts of the matrices L + and L-. Unfortunately, simple expressions have only been

found in some special cases; see e.g. [49, 50, 51]. A short calculation gives,

= (T¢-')'2(I® ® I); (3.42)
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this could be interpreted as some kind of braided tensor product [48, 52],

_(Yi.i ) =: Yik_Ykj, (3.43)

but for practical purposes one usually introduces a new matrix,

O{ij)0'0 :ffi (L+)ihS(L-)t.i E MNxN(U), (3.44)

such that,

Z_(YA) = 0.4 s ® Ys, (3.45)

where capital letters stand for pairs of indices. The coproduct of Xi.i = (I - y)i.,/,_
is in this notation:

A(XA) --XA ® I4-OA s ® Xs. (3.46)

We willonlyuse 0.4s in formalexpressionsinvolvingthe coproductof Y. It

willusuallynotshow up inany practicalcalculation,becausecommutationrelation

(2.66) already implicitly contains A(y) and all inner products of Y with strings of

A-matrices following from it.
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Chapter 4

Vectorfields on Quantum Groups

In this chapter we are trying to find quantum analogs of two important and closely

related concepts in the classical theory of Lie groups: Lie algebras of left-invariant

vector fields and general vector fields over the group manifold. We will come back

to both subjects in part 2, after developing the additional structure of an exterior

differential calculus. Our approach will be heuristic in nature; stress is on formation

of concepts (Begriffsbildung). The concept of vector fields can also be approached

from differential forms, see [53].

4.1 Quantum Lie Algebras

4.1.1 Adjoint Action and Ja( bi Identities

Classically the (left) adjoint actions of the generators X_ of a Lie algebra g on each

other are given by the cor:lmutators,
ad

Xi I> Xj = [Xi, Xj] = xkfikj, (4.1)

expressible in terms of the structure constants f_j, whereas the (left) adjoint action

of elements of the corresponding Lie group G is given by conjugation,

" _ h,g 6 G. (4.2)h _, g = hgh -t,

Both formulas generalize in Hopf algebra language to the same expression,

•d with: S(X)=-X,X, _ X_ = X_(_)xjS(x_(2)),

A(X) - X(,) ® X(2) = X ® 1+ 1 ® X, for VX E g, (4.3)
ad

h t_ g h(l)gS(h(:)), with: S(h) = h-t

A(h) - h(l)® h(2)= h ® h, for Vh 6 G, (4.4)
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and agree with our formula (1.63) for the (left) adjoint action in 14. We can derive

two generalized Jacobi identities for double adjoint actions,

md
_Z

.d .d (4.5)= ((_0)_ V)=m)_
$

ad _l
= (_0)_ v)_ (_m _ _),

and,

= I> z (4.6)_d
= _c,)_ (y_ (s(_m) _ :)).

Both expressions become the ordinary Jacobi identity in the classical limit and they
ad

are not independent: Using the fact that _ is an action they imply each other.

In the following we would like to derive the quantum version of (4.1) with "quan-

tum commutator" and "quantum structure constants". The idea is to utilize theJ

(passive) transformations that we have studied in some detail in sections 2.1 and

2.4.1 to find an expression for the corresponding active transformations or actions.

The effects of passive transformations are the inverse of active transformations, so

here is the inverse or right adjoint action for a group:

g = g ,_ h = S(h(1))gh(2). (4.7)

This gives rise to a (fight) adjoint coaction in Fun(G):
i

A _ S(A')AA', i.e.

Fun(Gq) 9 Ai) _-_ Akl ® S(Aik)Alj e Fun(Gq) ® Fun(Gq); (4.8)

here we have written "Fun(Gq)" instead of "Fun(G)" because the coalgebra of Fun(Gq)

is in fact the same undeformed coalgebra as the one of Fun(G). In section 2.4.1 we

saw that the Y-matrix has particularly nice transformation properties:

A _-_ S(A')A" Y _ I®Y,

A ,--, AA" Y _ S(A')YA'.

It follows that:

A _-, S(A')AA" yij _ Ykz ® S(Aik)Alj. (4.9) "

This is the "unspecified" adjoint right coaction for Y; we recover the "specific" left

adjoint action,

ad • x(l)yi jx _, Y'j = S(x(2)),
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of an arbitrary x E Uqg by evaluating the second factor of the adjoint coaction (4.9)
on x"

sd .
x _ Y'j= }'kl< x, S(Ai_)Atj>, for¥z 6 Uqg. (4.10)

. At the expense of intuitive insight we can alternatively derive a more general formula

directly from equations (1.63), (2.7), and (2.61),

ad
• x _ Yb = z(1)YbS(x(2))

= (rb)c')< _(,),(Vb)(2)'> _(2)S(_(3))
= (_)(') < _(,),(Vb)(_)'> _(_(_)) (4.11)
= (Yb)(')< z,(_)(2)'>
= Y_(2)< z, S(b(,))b(3) >;

note the appearance of the (right) adjoined coaction [21] in Fun(Gq),

AAd(b) = b(2)® S(b(,))b(3), (4.12)

in this formula.

We have found exactly what we were looking for in a quantum Lie algebra; the

adjoint action (4.10) or (4.11) -- which is the generalization of the classical com-

mutator w of elements of Uqg on elements in a certain subset of Uqg evaluates to

a linear combination of elements of that subset. So we do not really have to use

the whole universal enveloping algebra when dealing with quantum groups but can

rather consider a subset spanned by elements of the general form Yb --=< Y, b ®/d >,

3; 6 span{B2 }; we will call this subset the "quantum Lie algebra" gq of the quantum
group. Now we need to find a basis of generators with the right classical limit.

4.1.2 R-Matrix Approach

Let us first evaluate (4.10) in the case where x is a matrix element of Y. We introduce

the short hand,

A(kt)(ij)- S(Aik)Alj, (4.13)

for the adjoint representation and find,

" YA _ YB = Yc < YA,ACB >, (4.14)

where, again, capital letters stand for pairs of indices. The evaluation of the inner

product < YA,ACB >=: CACB is not hard even though we do not have an explicit
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expression for the coproduct of Y; we simply use the commutation relation (2.66) of

Y with A and the left and fight vacua defined in section 1.2.2:

< YI,SATAa > = < YISATAa >

= < SAr(Ra_')T2Y1Aa(R,T_) -' >

= < SAr(R2_X)T2AaRa1YIR1a(R,_) -1 > (4.15)

(/_'l 1 T_ T2-1= ) RzIRla(R12) ,
• T I x ikl

=>Ctij)tkO(,,O= ((Rc-I')T2Ra,Rxa(RI_)- ) j,,m.

The matrixY becomes the identitymatrixin theclassicallimit,so X - (I-

Y)/A is a better choice; it has the additional advantage that it has zero counit and

its coproduct (3.46) resembles the coproduct of classical differential operators and

therefore allows us to write the adjoint action (4.3) as a generalized commutator.

YA _ Xs = Y.4tl)XBS(YA(2))
= oADxS(Yo)

= Oa°XS(OD) +XE)
YE

= Y.4XB + (OAF. _̀ XB)AXE (4.16)

= YAXs + A < oAK, ADs > XDXE,

with: ODEIE = Yo, S(ODE)YE = ID;

=_ XA _ Xs = XAXB-< oAE, ADs > XDXE.

Following the notation of reference [25] we introduce the N 4 x N 4 matrix,

' _DEAB := < OAE, ADB >, (4.17)

]_(m.)(k,) = ((R3_,)T_I_4,R2,(R23T,)_,),,..,(0)(_) kj_, (4.18)

but realize when considering the above calculation that lR is not the "R-matrix in

the adjoint representation" -- that would be < T_,AEA ® ADs > _ but rather the

R-matrix for the braided commutators of gq, giving the commutation relations of the

generators a form resembling an (inhomogeneous) quantum plane.

Now we can write down the generalized Cartan equations of a quantum Lie algebra

gq:
^ DE

XA _ XB "_-XAXB -- R ABXDXE = XcfACB, (4.19) "

where, from equation (4.15),

fACB = (IAICIB - cAcB)/A. (4.20)
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4.1.3 General Case

Equation (4.19) is strictly only valid for systems of N: generators with an N 2 × N 2

matrix IR because X E MN(gq) in our construction. Some of these N 2 generators
and likewise some of the matrix elements of lR could of course be zero, but let us

anyway consider the more general case of equation (4.11). We will assume a set of

n generators Xb, corresponding to a set of n linearly independent functions {bi E

• Fun(Gq) li = 1,... ,n} and an element of the pure braid group X E span(B2) via:

Xb, --< X, bi ®/t > . (4.21)

We will usually require that all generators have vanishing counit. A sufficient con-

dition on the bi's ensuring linear closure of the generators Xb, under adjoint action

(4.11) is,

AAd(bi) -- bj ® M _i + kt ® k_, (4.22)

where MJ_ E M,(Fun(Gq)) and kt, k I e Fun(Gq) such that < X, kt ®/d >= 0. The

generators will then transform like,

Aa(Xb,) = Xb, ® MJ_; (4.23)

from (Aa ® id)_a(Xb,)= (id ® A)Aa(Xb,) and (/d ® e)A._(Xb,)= Xs, immediately

follows" _(M) = M_M, e(M) = I and consequently S(M) = M -_ M is the adjoint

matrix representation. We find,

Xbk _d Xb, "- Xb, < Xbj, ,MJi >, (4.24)

as a generalization of (4.19) with structure constants fkJi =< Xbh,M_i >. Whether

Xb_ _ Xb, can be reexpressed as a deformed commutator depends on the coproducts

of the Xb,'s and hence on the particular choice of X and {bi}.

Equations (4.9) and (4.13) - (4.20) apply directly to Glq(N) and Slq(g) and other

quantum groups in matrix form with (numerical) R-matrices. Such quantum groups

have been studied in great detail in the literature; see e.g. [23, 25, 26] and references

therein. In the next subsection we would like to discuss the 2-dimensional quantum

. euclidean algebra as an example that illustrates some subtleties in the general picture.

4.1.4 Bicovariant Generators for eq(2)o

In [39] Woronowicz introduced the functions on the deformed Eq(2). This and the

corresponding algebra Uq(e(2)) were explicitly constructed in chapter 1 using a con-

traction procedure; here is a short summary" m, n"_and 0 = 0 are generating elements

*This assumes that the Xb, 's are linearly independent.
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of the Hopf algebra Fun(Eq(2)), which satisfy:

m_"i - q_"im, ei°rn - qUme_°, ei°_ = q2_ei°,

A(m) -- rn ® 1 + e_°® m, A(_) -- _ ® 1 + e-i° ® _,

a(e _°) = e_°® e_°, S(m) = -e-iOta, S(_) = -e_°_, (4.25)

s(o)= -o, = = = o.

Fun(Eq(2))coactson the complexcoordinatefunctionz oftheeuclideanplaneas

A.A(z) = z®e _e+ 1 ®m; i.e. 0 corresponds to rotations, rn to translations. The dual

Hopf algebra Uq(e(2)) is generated by J = ] and P:_ = _ satisfying:

[J,P+]=+P±, [P+,P_] = 0,

A(p_) = p_ ®qJ + q-J ® p,, A(J) = J ® 1 + 1 ® J, (4.26)

S(P±) = _qe,p_:, S(J) = -J, e(Pe) = e(g) = O.

The duality between Fun(Eq(2)) and Uq(e(2)) is given by:

< p+kp_tq,,J, eiOOmb_--_>=

(--1)tq-'/2(k-l)(k+'-')+t(k-')q(l'+l-"')"[k]q![l]q-,!61b6kc, (4.27)

where k, l, b, c E No, m,a E Z, and,

fi q2U_ 1
[x]°!= q'- I' [O]q!= [l]q!= I.

Note that P+P_ is central in Uq(e(2)); i.e. it is a casimir operator. Uq(e(2)) does not

have a (known) universal T£, so we have to construct an element X of span(B_) from

the casimir P+P_"

X "- _-A---{A(p+p_)_ (p+p_ ® 1)}"_ q_q--I

__ l_..!_._{p+p_q_q_,® (q2J - 1) + P+q-J ® qJP_ (4.28)
+ p_q-., ®qJp+ +q.2., ® p+p_}.

X commutes with _(z) for all z E Uq(e(2)) because P+P_ is a casimir. We introduced

the second term (P+P_ ® 1) in X to ensure (/d ® e)X = 0 so that we are guaranteed

to get bicovariant generators with zero counit. Now we need a set of functions which

transform like (4.22). A particular simple choice is a0 := e_e- 1, a+ := m, and

a_ := ei°_. These functions transform under the adjoint coaction as:

AAa(ao,a+,a_) = (ao, a+,a_)_ 0 e-ie 0 . (4.29)
0 0 e_°
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Unfortunately we notice that a0 and thereby X_o are invariant, forcing Xa0 to be a

casimir independent of the particular choice of X. Indeed we find 24,,0 --= qP+P_,

X,,+ = -v/_/(q - q-1)qJp+, and X,_ = q/(q - q-1)qJp_, making this an incomplete

choice of bicovariant generators for eq(2). An ansatz with four functions b0 := (e ie -

1)2, bl := -mei°_, b+ := -(e _° - 1)m, and b_ := q-2(ei° - 1)ei°_ gives:

_Ad(bo, bl,b+,b_) = (bo, bl,b+,b_)_ 0 1 0 0 . (4.30)0 --_ e-i° 0

0 -m 0 ei°

The corresponding bicovariant generators are:

X_ = q(q2_ I)P+P_, Xb, = (q-q-1)-,(q2J_ i),

Xb+ = qJP+ , Xb_ = qqJ P- .

In the classical limit (q --, 1) these generators become "zero", J, P+, and P_
respectively t. The coproducts of the bicovariant generators have the form expected
for differential operators

(4.32)

The commutation relations of the generators follow directly from (4.26), their adjoint

actions are calculated from (4.24), (4.27), and (4.30) and finally the commutation

relations of the generators with the functions can be obtained from (1.53), (4.25) and

(4.26).

4.2 General Vector Fields

In this section we will give a "quantum geometric" construction of the action of

general, i.e. neither necessarily left or right invariant, vector fields, thereby justifying

the form of the action that we used in the construction of the cross-product algebra

" of differential operators.

" 4.2.1 Classical Left Invariant Vector Fields

First, recall the left-invariant classical case: The Lie algebra is spanned by left-

invariant vector fields on the group manifold of a Lie group G. These are uniquely

tThe same generators and their transformation properties can alternatively be obtained by con-

tracting the bicovariant calculus on SUq(2).
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determined by the tangent space at 1 (the identity of G). Curves on G can be nat-

urally transported by left (or right) translation i.e. h _ gh (h _ hg). This defines

a left transport LQ-, of the tangent vectors: Lg-I(X1) = :_. X1 is the vector field X

at the identity of the group and )_g is the new vector field :_ evaluated at the point of

the group manifold corresponding to the group element g; if X is left invariant then

)., = :_ and in particular

Lg-,(Xl)= f_g= X_. (4.33)

An inner product for a vector field X with a function f can be defined by acting with

the vector field on the function and evaluating the resulting function at the identity

of the group:

< x,f >:= X, t>f[: e k. (4.34)

If we know these values for all functions, we can reconstruct the action of X on a func-

tion f, :k'0c>f[_, at any (connected) point of the group manifold. The construction

goes as follows (see figure):

i 9

Jf
1

1

,/ f(,)(g)f{2)"* L,

We start at the point g, transport f and X back to the identity by left transla-

tion and then evaluate them on each other. The result, being a number, is invariant

under translations and hence gives the desired quantity. The left translation Lg(f) of

a function, implicitly defined through L,(f)(h) = f(gh), finds an explicit expression

in Hopf algebra language

La(f) = f(,)(g)f(2), (4.35)

that we now use to express

X,_' f[. = La(X), t>f(,)(g)f(2)[,

x,
= f(,)(g)<

for a left-invaxiant vector field X. If the drop g, we obtain the expression for the

action of a vector field on a function valid on the whole group manifold

X t>f = f(,) < X, f(2) >, (4.37)
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already familiar from the first chapter. The left and right vacua by the way find the

following 'geometric' interpretation:

left vacuum <: "Evaluate at the identity (of the group)."

. right vacuum >: "Evaluate on the unit function."

. 4.2.2 Some Quantum Geometry

Group elements (g) do not exist for quantum groups, everything has to be formu-

lated in terms of a Hopf algebra of functions. The group operation is replaced by

the coproduct of functions. A quantum group has only few classical points. These

correspond to elements of U with group-like coproducts, e.g. the quantum determi-

nant of Y in G/q(2): AdetqY -detqY®detqY. If we take care only to speak about

functions in ,4 and its dual Hopf algebra/4, we can, however, still develop a geometric

picture for vector fields on quantum groups. "Points" will be labeled by elements of

[g, which is the same as/4 but has the opposite multiplication; elements of/'g are

r/ght-invariant. Lie derivatives along elements of _ take the place of left translations,

while Lie derivatives along elements of IX correspond to right translations, tiere is

the quantum picture of the classical construction given in the previous section:

..... - ........,. f

I •

£0(x')= xe(y)-

" Note that .CO(x ) = xe(_) because x is left-invariant. (More precise definitions of these

Lie derivatives in connection with right-projectors will be given in section 4.2.4). Be-

- fore we can read any equations off the picture we have to invent a rule for multiple

appearances of the same Hopf algebra element in the same term:

Multiple occurrences of the same Hopf algebra element in a single term

axe not allowed. One should use the parts of the coproduct of this element,

instead m starting with the last part of the coproduct and collecting terms
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from the right to the left as one movesalongthe path that the function

is transported.

Now can compute x t_f in complete analogy to the classical case

x :, fl-o" = £a(,,(x) _ £o,,)(f)l, (= £a(x _ f)l,)

--'-- e(y(l))x_ £_,,)(f)ll

= = (4.3s)

-- <: Y,/{I) >< z,f(_) :>

or, for arbitrary _:

x t, f = f(l) < x, J'(2) >, (4.39)

giving a geometric justification for the left action of/4 on ,4 that we had introduced

in chapter 1.

Now we would like to study the adjoint action in l_, which can be interpreted as

a quantum Lie bracket as we shall see. Recall the classical construction: Functions

and hence curves on a group manifold can be transported along a vector field. With

the curves we implicitly also transport their tangent vectors. This transport is called

the Lie derivative of a (tangent) vector along a vector field. Classically we find it to

be equal to the commutator (Lie bracket) of the two vector fields. Here is how the

computation goes in practice: Let y be the vector field along which the functions are

transported and let z be the "tangent" vector field. Consider a function f on the new

curve and transport it along the following two equivalent paths:

1. Go back along y to the old curve, follow the old curve along x and finally return

along y to the new curve.

2. Follow the new curve along ,C_(x).

We have to invent a new rule for backward transport:

Moving a function back along a vector field y is the same as moving

iorward along the antipode S(y) of that vector field. (When moving a

1-form, one should use the inverse antipode.)

_Note that we follow the path of the transported function; forward hence meam "opposite to

the direction that the vector is pointing", backward me.am "along the direction that the vector is

pointing".
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The following picture illustrate, the geometric construction of the quantum Lie deriva-

tive of a left-invariant vector field along another left.invariant vector field:

I

z _ ,g(y) c, f S(V) t, f

• .................. ....... _IIP

s(v)
Y

/

£,(_) / " /

Y(I)I>X I>S(y(2)) t>f

= £_(x)_f -,

We read off this picture that

.C_(x) c, f = Y(t) t,z _ S(y(2)) _' f (4.40)
=: (y(t)xS(y(2))) t, f ,

ad
i.e..C,t_(x ) = yO)xS(y(2)) -- Y c, x.

4.2.3 Action of General Vector Fields

" Our derivation of the action of a vector field on a function in the previous section

relied on the use of left translations in conjunction with left-invariant vector fields.

• In this section we would like to free ourselves from this limitation and show how to

derive the action of a general vector field -- neither necessarily left or right invariant

on a function using alternatively left or right translations.

Left and right coactions _A, /X_ contain the information about transformation

properties of vector fields. Here is how a vector field transforms (classically) if we
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/eft-transport it from a point g on the group manifold back to the identity

X]e _ X(1)'(g) "X(2)]l, ,4A(X) _ X(t)' ® X(2); (4,41)

here is the behavior under a right translation:

)fl_ _'_ X(1)' X(a)'(g)ll, a,4(X) --'-X(1) ® X(_)'. (4.42) "

If we now redo the construction of the previous section for general vector fields X,

both forleftand righttranslations,we getthefollowingtwo equivalentresultsfor

actionson functions:

-x(f)= '< X(z),f(,)>'X(a)'f(a[X(')'f(,)<X(2).,f(,)>]. (4.43)

from righttranslatio_'-"_from left_r_slation ]

Technically there is an ordering ambiguity for f and the primed parts of X, but this

can be easily resolved by requiring a(J') = af for a E A in both cases; both expressions

are written as left actions. From this equation we can derive the following relations

between left and fight coactions for X E A':

= ei(l)X(2)Sei(2)® X(l)'f i (4.44)

= ® iO,(/Ax)(1®

= < s-'/t,)®e,
= X(a)'f _® S-l(ei(2))X(l)ei(l) (4.45)

= (it®S-e,
In this thesis we choose the convention that elements in/4 -_ .A' be left-invariant.

4.2.4 Right and Left Projectors

In thissectionwe willshow how to obtainright-invariantvectorfieldsfrom left-

invariantonesby allowingfunctionalcoefficients.These right-invaxiantvectorfields

willliveinjt>ob/--recallthatelementsof/4werechosento beleft-invariant.Letx

be theleft-invariantvectorfieldand a?thecorrespondingright-invariantvectorfield.

These vectorfieldsshouldcoincideattheidentity,i.e.forany functionf

e(._) = c(x), < ._,f >=< x, f >. (4.46) "

For this to make sense we have to extend the definition of the inner product a little

bit to allow elements of .A>d4 in the first space. Recalling the geometrical definition

< ¢,f >:= ¢> fla, ¢ E A>_L/, f E ,4 (4.47)
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this is not hard: (a, f E ,A, z E b/)

<az,f> := ((a)<z,f>, (4.48)

< xa,f> := < z,af >, (4.49)

" in perfect agreement with the formulation in terms of vacua. Let A_(x) = x(l)®z(2) ' E

/4 ® ,4; it is not hard to see that

" _ := S-i(x(2)')xO) (4.50)

has the required properties and is right invariant

_(_) = (S-lxl2)')(_)x(l)O) ® (S-lxC2)')(_)x(1) (2)'
1 S-I t t= $-_(=(2))(s)x()® (x(2))(2)x(2)(_)

= S-1(x(2)')(2)x(1) ® ]e(x(2)'0)) (4.51)
= S-l(z(2)')x(1) ® ]

= _®1,

but (of course) no longer left-invariant:

_(_) = (S-_x(2)')(_)® (S-_x(2)')o)zo)
(4.52)

= S-lz(2)' ® x(_").

We define E/ to be the space {_lx E _4}. It turns out that the --operation is a

projection operator from .A_b/to _; we will call it the right projector. Three explicit

expressions for such right-invariant vector fields can be quickly derived:

= fi(S-l(ei) _ x) (4.53)
_. Ck _--1 /'k

3(3) "J 3(1) < X, f_) > ek

and, for Tb =< T,b®/d > with 1" being a pure braid element,

_'b = S-l (b(s))b(,)Tb(2). (4.54)

Left- and right-invariant vector fields commute:

Y_ = _(_) < YO),_(2)' > y(_)

= _ < y(_), 1 > y(_) (4.55)

• = _y.

The right projector is an antimultiplicative operation:

• = s-' ((=y)(')')(=y)(,)
= S-ly(_)'S-lx(_)'xO)yO)

= S-ly(2), _y(1)

commute
= S-ly(_)'yO)_
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The rightinvaxiantvectorfieldsform a Hopf algebrawiththesame coproductas/4

becauseof(4.46),but oppositeantipodeand multiplication:

_(_)ffix, A_ = x(1)® xO), S(_)= S-3z. (4.57)

The Liederivativeof- or theadjointactionon -- an element¢ of,4>dAalonga

rightinvariantvectorfieldcomes outformallyequivalenttotheleftinvaxiemtversion,

when expressedintermsofthenew A and S:

£+(¢)= __ ¢

= _o)¢s_:(D._) (4.58)
= x-_)CS-Zx(2).

It immediately follows that

_O,(y) = O, for y e lg, (4.59)

in agreement with the geometrical picture. Let us now compute the action of a right-

invariant vector field on a function a, using only the algebraic relations of the cross

product algebra and the right vacuum:

,d
:_a> = S-+f_a(_)< e_ _ z, atu) >

= S -lf_atl) < e_® x,ata)Sa(() ® ata) >

= aN)S-la(2)ao) < x,a(a) > (4.60)

= a(a) < x,a{l) >

= < a_,ao) > ata),

as expected from the geometrical considerations of the previous section. The Hopf

algebra _ mimics _4 very closely. There is even a canonical element (_ in _4® Z'4that

determines left coactions by conjugation:

.aA(a_) = 8(1 ® _)C-'_i, _ e/_, (4.61)

_(_) = c(I®_)c-, ae ,4 (4.62)
= ao) ® at2). (4.63) .

By symmetry there is of course also a left projector"

= s(¢(_)')¢m, (4.m)

that is most useful in the equality

x = z (2)x(l). (4.65)
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4.2.5 Kpplications

Here is an example of a typical manipulation using projectors onto right-invariant
vector fields:

. xa _ xa

x¢u)xO)a = xo)(a)z¢2 }

g

Now use the A xl/_ _ A ®/_ isomorphism, remove the "'" over the second space and

switch spaces:

¢_ Z(1)(2 ) ® Z(2)'Z(l"_ l()(a) ----- X(2)(1) ® X(1)(a)x(2)(2)' (4.66)
¢_ X(l)(2) _ X {2)' < Z(l)(1),a(l) > a(2) ---- x(2) (1) ®x(1)(a)x(2) (2)'

The expression that we have just derived is incidentally equivalent to a proof that

A_ is a .A>_U-algebra homomorphism, only this time we did not need to make any

reference to linear infinite bases {ei) and {fi} of/_ and ,4, that do not necessarily

exist. Let us now complete the proof: Using the fact that a E .A was arbitrary, we

take it to be the second part of the coproduct of some other element b E ,4 and

multiply our expression by b(1) in the first space

¢_ x(n)(_)(b(l))xO)(2) ® x(2)'b(2) "- b(1)x(2)(l) ®xo)(b(n))x(_){2)' (4.67)
¢_ A.A(x)A.a(b) = _A(xo)(b))A._(x(2)) = A 4(xa). Q

This example shows that the projections introduced in this section are powerful tools

in formal computations. The manipulations in the given example were not quite as

elegant as the corresponding ones using the canonical element, but the projectors are

much more versatile tools and they do not require the existence of linear countable

infinite bases that were implicitly assumed for the canonical element.

For further applications please see the covariance proofs in part. II of this thesis.
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Chapter 5
Q

!

A Quantum Mechanical Model

In this chapter we would like to illustrate at the example of a simple toy model one

possible way how quantum groups might find use in physics. Quantum mechanics is a

remarkably good theory as far as experimental verification is concerned, so we will not

attempt to modify its most basic features as for instance the canonical commutation

relations. We instead want to focus on a generalization of unitary transformations.

These transformations form groups in quantum mechanics; we will investigate-- at

the example of time evolution m what happens if we generalize these transformations

to be elements of Hopf algebras. The introduction of deformed Poincare symmetry in

physics is expected to lead to similar new phenomena. We will in particular embed

the operator algebra of a simple quantum mechanical model in a Hopf algebra with

possibly non-trivial coproduct and propose generalized time evolution equations. We

find that probability is conserved in this formulation but pure states can evolve into

mixed ones (and vice versa); microscopic entropy is only conserved for a special stable

state. The theory could be interpreted as quantum mechanics for open systems.

Introduction

There have been a number of proposals for a deformation of ordinary quantum me-

chanical systems using quantum groups. In particular systems with quantum group

symmetries e.g. [55, 56] and wi_h deformed canonical commutation relations e.g.

[57, 58] have been investigated in some detail. Here we would like to focus on de-

formed time evolution equations, i.e. deformations of the Heisenberg equations of

motion (Heisenberg picture) and of the Liouville equation for the density operator

(SchrSdinger picture). It turns out to be fruitful to consider both pictures (H.p./S.p.)

simultaneously. Let us list some basic requirements on time evolution equations:
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• The equations have to be linear.

• Time evolution should be multiplicative.

• Hermiticity must be preserved.

• Probability must be preserved, i.e. the trace of the density matrix must be
constant.

• Probabilities must be positive at all times.

All these requirements are fulfilled by unitary time evolution:

X(t) = [V(t)]-lX(O)U(t), (H.p.), (5.1)

p(t) = U(t)p(O)[U(t)] -_, (S.p.), (5.2)

with [U(t)] + = [U(t)] -_. In this paper we would like to argue that the above equations

are not the only possible ones satisfying all the listed requirements; in order to find

more general equations we, however, need to extend the operator algebra to a Hopf

algebra.

Generalizations of unitary time evolution have been studied before in the 70's in the

context of completely positive maps and dynamical semi-groups. Lindblad [54] found

the general form for generators of such semi-groups, however, without being able

to give a cause for the modified time evolution equation because he does not make

any reference to an underlying structure _ like Hopf algebras or non-commutative

geometry in our case.

..
.,_

5.1 SchrSdinger Picture

Let us briefly review density matrices in "classical" quantum mechanics: All ob-

servables are described by operators X constant in time, states are given as time

dependent density matrices p(t). Expectation values are calculated as usual via

< X >p(,)= tr(Xp(t)), • (5.3)

where the trace is cyclic (tr(xy) = tr(yx)). The eigenvalues of the density matrix are

the probabilities of the pure components of the mixed state. In a diagonal basis

p = __,p_li >< il, 0 < p_ < 1. (5.4)
i
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The sum of the eigenvalues of the density matrix must hence be one

tr(p) "- EPi "- 1, (nor'realization) (5.5)
i

independent of time. Note that

tr(p _) = _ p,__< 1; (5.6)
i °

the equality is only satisfied for a pure (p = I_b>< ¢1) state. All mixed states have

tr(p 2) < 1. Unitary time evolution not only preserves the trace of p, i.e. it conserves

probability,

tr(UpU -1) = tr(p) = 1 (5.7)

but also conserves entropy:

tr ((UpU-')(UpU-')) = tr(p_). (5.8)

It preserves hermiticity of p because of U t = U -1 and is multiplicative: U(tl + t2) = j
U(t_). U(t2). Our task is now to find a generalized time evolution for the density

matrix with all those properties except for the conservation of entropy. To satisfy

linearity and multiplicativity we choose time evolution to be realized through the

action (see chapter 1) of some new time evolution operator
I

pCt) = 0 _ p, 0 = U(t). (5.9)

To leave freedom for deformations we ask U to be an element of a Hopf algebra U

(rather than a group) and propose the following left action:

[p(t) = O(2)pS(O(,)) l" (5.10)

Due to S(0{,))0{_) = e(U) and the cyclicity of the trace this time evolution equation
conserves probability

tr(O(:)pS(O(D))= tr(S(O(,))O(2)p)= tr(p).,(U), (5.11! "

if we impose

I,(U)= 1I. (5.12)

In order to conserve hermiticity we have to impose

[U' : S(U)!' (5.13)
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because then

(p(t))t= (O(_ps(O(,_))t

= s-,(Ot)_"pt
. = O_pt.

Entropy is however no longer necessarily conserved:

t_(p(t).p(t))# t_(po,p0), ing_,_,l. (_.15)

Example: "Classical" Quantum Mechanics is a special case with

ZX(U) = U ® U, S(V) = U-_ , e(V) = 1,

p(t) = u(2)ps(v(_))= upu -1, (5.16)
U t -- S(U) - U -1.

5.2 Heisenberg Picture

Now we stick all the time evolution into the observables, leaving the density matrix

time invariant. The time evolution equation for the operators easily follow_ from

the one for the density matrix using the cyclic nature of the trace and the fact that

the time evolution of the expectation values should be independent of the particular

picture. We find:
1 i

Two consistency requirements give the same conditions on 0

l(t) = 1 =_ e(O)= 1, (5.18)

(X(t))t= X i_ 0 =_ 0 t= S(U), (5.19)

aswerealreadyobtainedintheprevioussection.

" 5.3 Infinitesimal Transformation

. One great thing about working with Hopf algebras is that finite and infinitesimal

transformations are unified in the sense that they have the exact same form. The

infinitesimal version of our time evolution equation must have the form

dp_
[t

dt il_ _,_
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where i is purely conventional and we have inserted h to give H units of energy. The

conditions on/7/are slightly different from the ones on U:"

,C/¢) = 0 (5.2_)
.Ot = -s(/_). (5.22) .

How do we obtain the time evolution operator/t from the (hermitian) Harniltonian

H? Here is a Conjecture:

(H- S-'(H)), H'=H. (5.23)
(The 2 might be a "quantum-2".) This choice for H will automatically satisfy both

conditions. Finite time translations can be recovered by Taylor expansion

I "(() )_p oo h " ,_to,,
p(t): _ .!-Zi; = F_._. _ o_ p = _ _ p. (5.24)

n=O t--O n---O

where we have used the multiplicative properties of successive _tions. Note that this

is an ordinary exponential function, not a q-deformed one.

In the following section we will study a system with a finite number of eigenstates.

In this case equation (5.20) can be converted into a matrix equation by taking the

inner product with a matrix A E M,(.A) as follows"

d < p, Air >
at = _ < ['[(2)PS[-](1)'AiI > (5.25)

= _ < [-I,S(Akl)Ai_ >< p, AJk >

or, in a short hand,

dp(it) 1 [_.1(it)k p(jk)

This matrix equation can easily be exponentiated to give an explicit solution

p(iO(t) : exp g (./_)O(jk) (5.27)

for p. In practice one would now express p in terms of eigenvectors of/_(it)(jk) so that

the matrix exponential diagonalizes with the exponentials of _ times H's eigenvalues
along its diagonal.

q,

5.4 A Simple 2-Level System

Consider a single particle in a double well potential (Fig. 5.1) with a barrier of height

*The first condition may possibly be interpreted as requiring a zero energy ground state.
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• Figure 5.1: Double Well

,-, _. If we are only interested in which dip the particle is localized then we
are dealing with a 2-level system. A phenomenological hamiltonian that describes

tunneling through the barrier is easily written down in terms of the x-Pauli matrix:

H = Aoa= = Ao(cr+ + a_). (tunneling only) (5.28)

Instead of viewing the Pauli matrices as the fundamental representation of su(2)

we would like to consider suq(2) with q E (0, 1] as given in (1.79). All irreducible

representations of suq(2), e.g.

(,0) (01)(00)2-dim' o'. = a+ -- a_ =
0 -1 ' 0 0 ' 1 0 '

(00) (00)(0 00)a-dim: J.= 0 0 0 , J.= 0 0 v_ , J-= V_ 0 0 ,

oo-_ o o o o v_o

(5.29)

are undeformed. This makes it easy to derive a matrix representation of the time

evolution operator:

f-I = (H - S-'(H)) = _(a+ + a_ + q-'a+ + qa_)Ao o¢ . (5.30)q 0

" We will ignore the proportionality constant because it can always be incorporated in

Ao. The time evolution equation in matrix form is

dt - ih q 0 P 0 q-½ - 0 q-½ P 1 0 '

which reduces to the correct classical limit

do 1
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Figure 5.2: q = 1 Figure 5.3:q2 = 0.7

as q --, 1. Plugging the harniltonian H into the matrix time evolution equation in

the Heisenberg picture,

dt - ih 1 0 0 q-_ - 0 q-½ q 0 '

gives incidentally
dH

d--T= 0, (5.34)

i.e. energy/s conserved in our toy model.

5.4.1 Time Evolution and Mixing

It is instructive to look at an actual computation of the evolution of a system that is

in an eigenstate I+ > of az at t = 0; the corresponding density matrix

(lO)(initialpurestate}(5.35)P0= 0 0

is that of a pure state (tr(p) = tr(p 2) = 1). Interesting are the eigenvalues pl,p2 of
II

p(t) as a function of time. They are the probabilities of the respective pure states

in the mixture. For q = 1 (Fig. 5.2) nothing much happens, but for e.g. q =

_ 0.5 (Fig. 5.3) the system oscillates between a pure and a partially mixed

state. A behavior like that does not appear in ordinary quantum case and opens

up interesting possibilities for, say in the present case, a phenomenological quantum

mechanical description of just one part of a coupled system. Here we do not want to

plunge too deep into possible interpretations but would just like to point out some
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new phenomena that appear when laws of physics are deformed• Just out of curiousity

let us find the q for which the system becomes totally mixed. Plotting Pl,2 against

q (Fig. 5.4) at fixed time t _ 1.9t we find qeritieat -- _/1/3; see also Fig. 5.5. The
significance of this number is unknown.

5.4.2 Stable State

An interesting question is whether there exists a stable (mixed) state that is invariant
under the deformed time evolution. This is indeed the case and has to do with the

square of the antipode: The square of the antipode is an inner automorphism in

Uq(su(2)) implemented by elements u and v = S(u) via conjugation [28]

S_(x) = uxu -1 = v-lxv, Yx E Uq(su(2)). (5.36)

Let us try v as a density operator:

= vS2(0(2))S(0(')) (5.37). = w(O)
-'- I[.I.

• Thus v has the desired properties. Its 2-dimensional matrix representation

1 ( q2 0 ) (5.38)v= 1 +q2 0 1

tThis value was found by iteration.
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looks like a thermal state for a hamiltonian with dominant part proportional to az,
i.e.

H = Ala. + Aoax, A1 _ Ao_, (5.39)

and suggests

q = exp(-A1/kT), q e (0, 1]. (5.40) "

Higher matrix representations of v give additional support for this hypothesis:
o

( 00) ( 00)3-dim: v o¢ 0 q2 0 , J_ = 0 0 0 ; e.t.c. (5.41)
0 0 1 0 0 -1

SOt: Time averageof Ao _, 0.
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Differential Geometry on
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Chapter 6

Quantum Spaces

6.1 Quantum Planes

A classical plane can be fully described by the commutative algebra of (coordinate)

functions over it. This algebra is typically covariant under the action of some sym-

metry group, and derivatives on it satisfy an undeformed product rule. A quantum

plane in contrast to this is covariant under a quantum group whose non-commutative

algebra of functions ,4 also forces the algebra of functions on the q-plane Fun(Mq) to

seize to commute. The transformations of Fun(Mq) and of the dual algebra of quan-

tum derivatives T(Mq) is most easily described in terms of _4-coactions on coordinate

functions and partial derivatives

A.4z i = xJ®St'j, (6.1)

A.40i = Oj ® S2t_, (6.2)

which we sometimes write in short matrix form as

x -, t-l.x, (6.3)

O --* O. S2t. (6.4)

Remark: The "S" was inserted here to make these transformations right coactions,

the S 2 is needed for covariance (see below).

Remark: One can use tJ_ in place of Stir. Then x --, x. t and O _ St • c9. The choice

" is purely conventional.

6.1.1 Product Rule forQuantum Planes

Havingmade theringoffunctionsnon-commutative,we must now alsomodifythe

productruleinordertoretaincovariantequations.We make the followingansatz
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a_=k= a,(=_)+ L?(zh)_, (6.5)

where ai(x k) = 6_ and Li j is a linear operator that describes the braiding of ai as

it moves through x k. In place of the coordinate function x k one could write any

other function in Fun(Mq) and in particular (formal) power series in the coordinate

functions. When we consider products of coordinate functions we immediately see
thatL satisfies

LiJ(zy) = Lil(x)LIJ(y), Li#(1) = _, (6.6)

which can be reinterpreted in Hopf algebra language as AL = L@L and e(L) = i;

SL = L -1 follows naturally. We are hence let to believe that L should belong to

some Hopf algebra, the Braiding Hopf Algebra. In the case of linear quantum groups

L is for instance an element of the quasitriangular Hopf algebra L( of the quantum

symmetry group. Considering multiple derivatives gives additional conditions that

can be summarized by requiring that

uAOi = Li _ ® Or (6.7)

be a Hopf algebra coaction, i.e.

ua(00')= uaC0)ua(0'), (_®ua)ua = (a ®_)ua, (ce _)ua = _. (6.8)

For arbitrary fimctions f and derivatives 0 we find a generalized product rule

[Of = O(f) + a,,(f)O_], (6.9)

where uA0 - c91,®0_. Covariance of the product rule (6.5) under coactions is expected

to give strong conditions on Li j.

Remark: The formula for the product rule (6.5) was inspired by the form of the

multiplication of two elements _, ¢ in the cross product algebra .A>_/d

_¢ = ¢cl)< _1,,¢c_)'> _2, (6.1o)
q

where A.4(¢) = ¢(1) @ ¢(2)' and uA(_) -- _1, ® _2 (see chapter 2).

6.1.2 Covariance of: Oil -- cgi(f) -{-Lj (f)Oj

We need to use an inductive approach' We start by requiring that

A.4(Oi(xJ)) = a.4Oi(A.axJ). (anchor) (6.11)
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Thisisinfactsatisfied,becausewe alreadyhaveA_z j = x+® St_t and iffA_cgj=

Ol ® S2t_j then: A.4O_(A.ax j) = Oh(x t) ® S_tkiSt.+t = 6_ ® S_tkiStJ+ = 6_ ® 1, in

agreement with A.4(O_(zJ)) = A4(5 {) = 6, @ 1. That was the anchor; now the

induction to higher powers in the coordinate functions: Assume that the action of 8i

on f is covariant:

A_(8,(f)) ffi A ag_(A.4f), (6.12)
6

where f is a function of the coordinate functions x i. Try to proof covariance of the

0i-f commutation relation, i.e.

(6.12) _ A_(Oif) = A.a(Oi). A_(f). (induction) (6.13)

After some computation we find

AA(LiJ(f))(] ® S2tkj) !-- Llk(f 0)) ® S2tl+f (2)', (6.14)

where A_(f) _ f0) ® f(2)'. This simplifies further if we know how Lij acts on f.

If the braiding Hopf algebra acts like the covariance quantum group, then LiJ(f) =

f(a) < LiJ,f(2)' >, Lij 6,4' and (6.14) becomes

(Lij(f(_)')S2tk j _ Sat, _(f(a),)) ® f(a) _ 0, (6.15)

where " : .AtoLl --+ .Am/g is the projector onto right-invariant vector fields: _ -

S-_(x(2)')x (t) with A.4(x) _= x0)® x(2), such that L_(f (2)') = < Ltk,f(_)' > f(3)'.
This is satisfied if

LiJ(a)S2t_'j = S2ttiLl'_(a), Va 6 A. (6.16)

(The reverse is true only if ,4 is generated by [St+j] -- or [t_j], if the choose the con-

vention A,4(x) = x.t.) In the case where the braiding Hopf algebra is quasitriangular,

there are (exactly) two natural choices

' I S-_L-'J=-<T_'S_Pj®id>
L_'o__ S-_L+i_--_<T_,id® Stij>

(6.17)

that satisfy the above equation and all other requirements (coproduct, e.t.c.).

For the Wess-Zumino quantum plane [22] the action of L on the coordinate func-

tions is linear and of first degree in those functions, so we can use the coaction A+a

to express it:

rkjlixl (6.18)LiJ(x k) =< LiJ, stk I > x ! o_ (r_l)jkitx l

in perfect agreement with [22]. (The overall multiplicative constant (_) is not fixed
by covariar,ce considerations but is given by the characteristic equation of ,_ and the

requirement that CkJli -----< Li_,StJt > should have an eigenvalue -1.)
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6.2 Quantum Groups

A quantum group is a quantum plane covariant under itself. However, it has more

structure and the coactions A.4 and uA are now completely determined by the mul-

tiplication in/4 and A: Let ¢ E .A_H and A,4¢ _ ¢(1) ® ¢(2)'; then

ad
£x(¢) = X _ ¢ _ X(_)¢SX(2) = ¢0) < X,¢(2)' >, VX E/4 (6.19)

determines A_. The coaction u,_ is simply the coproduct A :U --, U ® U, so that

the product rule becomes

xa = a0) < xo) , a{_) > x(_), (6.20)

where x E/4, a E At. This defines the multiplicative structure in the so called cross

product algebra [60] _4>_/g. Interestingly, equation (6.18) does not apply in the case

of a quantum group: in that case t is replaced by the adjoint representation T and

L becomes O, a part in the coproduct of the basic generators. Not all elements of

T axe linearly independent. There is a trivial partial sum T (i0(kt) = l_(k0; the same

sum for O, O(i0(kl) =: Y(_0, is in general non-trivial thus leading to a contradiction.

An explanation for this is that quantum groups have more structure than quantum

planes. They already contain an intrinsic braiding and do not leave any freedom for

external input such as 7_ in equation (6.18); the product rule is in fact automatically

covariant by the construction of the cross product algebra. There are, however, some

indications that O and T might be related to a universal 7_ that lives in the sub-Hopf

algebra of ¢4 generated by the elements of T.

From the discussion of the quantum planes we would like to keep the idea of a

finite number of so-called bicovariant generators :_ that close under adjoint action
ad

X_ _' Xj = xkf_k._ and span an invariant subspace of/4, i.e. A_:_j = X_ ® T_j • We call

quantum groups with such generators Quantum Lie Algebras. In following section

we will give more precise definitions of quantum Lie algebras.
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Chapter 7

Cartan Calculus

7.0.1 Cartan Identity

The central idea behind Connes Universal Calculus [2] in the context of non-commu-

tative geometry was to retain from the classical differential geometry the nilpotency
of d

d2=0 (7.1)

and the undeformed Leibniz rule for d*

da = d(a) + (-1)Pad (7.2)

for any p-form a. The exterior derivative d is a scalar making this equation hard

to deform, except for a possible multiplicative constant in the second term. Here

we want to base the construction of a differential calculus on quantum groups on
two additional classical formulas: to extend the definition of a Lie derivative from

functions and vector fields to forms we postulate

,C o d = d o £; (7.3)

this is essential for a geometrical interpretation along the lines of chapter 4. The

second formula that we ('an- somewhat surprisingly -- keep undeformed in the

quantum case is originally due to Henri Cartan

£,, = i,,d + di,,,. (Ca a, Identity) (7.4)

*Weuse parentheses to delimit operations like d, i_ and _, e.g. da = d(a) + ad. However, if
the limit of the operation is clear from the context, we willsuppress the paxenthe_s, e.g. d(i_da) _=
d(ix(d(a))).
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where Xi are the generators of some quantum Lie algebra. The only possibility to

deform this equation and not violate its covariance is to introduce multiplicative

deformation parameters _¢,_ for the two terms on the right hand side of (7.4) such

that now .Ex_ = tci×,d + 2di×_. For a function a E .4 that gives

./_×,(a) = _ix,(da)

(i×_ vanishes on functions), for da we find

_x,(da) = ,_d(ix, (da))

and finally together

£x,(da) = _d(_x,(a)),

in contrast to (7.3) unless _ = 1, in which case we can easily absorb either _ or

into i x . Being now (hopefully) convinced of our two basic equations (7.3) and (7.4)

we want to turn to the generators Xi next.

Several discussions with P. Aschieri helped clarifying the relation between the material

presented in the next section and Woronowicz's theory.

7.1 Quantum Lie Algebras

A quantum Lie algebra is a Hopf algebra U with a finite-dimensional biinvariant sub

vector space _ spanned by generators (Xi} with coproduct

AXi = Xi ® 1 + Oi j ® Xj. (7.5)

More precisely we will call this a quantum Lie algebra of type II. Let {u,J E _'} be

a dual basis of 1-forms corresponding to a set of functions bi e .A via wj = S_1)d_2);
i.e.

.4/"(xd = 1®x_,
A.4(Xi) = Xj ® T_i, TJi e Fun(gq), (7.6) "

i_,(J) = - < x,,s_ >= _, (7.7)
_A(i) = 1®i, (7.8) "
A 4(wi) = o.#® S-'Tij. (7.9)

Ifthefunctionsbialsocloseunder adjointcoactionA'4a(bi)= bi® S-'Tij,we will

callthecorrespondingquantum Liealgebraone oftype I.Gettinga littleahea_lof
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ourself's let us mention that we can derive an expression for the exterior derivative

of a function from the Cartan identity (7.4) in terms of these bases

d(a) = wi(Xi _ a) - w _£x,(a) (7.10)

and that this leads to the following f- w commutation relations [21]

" fw i = ufi(Oj_t> f). (7.11)

7.1.1 Generators, Metrics and the Pure Braid Group

How does one practically go about finding the basis of generators {Xi} and the set of

functions {b_} that define the basis of 1-forms {wi}? Here we would like to present a

method that utilizes pure braid group elements as introduced in the first part of this
thesis.

Let us recall that a pure braid element T is an element of H_/that commutes

with all coproducts of elements of lg, i.e.

TA(y) = A(y)T, Vy E/4. (7.12)

T maps elements of ,4 to elements of L( with special transformation properties under

the right coaction"

T:,4--,/4 • b_-,Tb_=<T,b®id>; (7.13)
A,_(Tb) -" Tb(2)@ S(b(1))b(3) "-< T @/d, r23(AAd(b) ® id) > .

An element T of the pure braid group defines furthermore a bilinear quadratic form
on .4

( , )'.2,®.,4---,k : a@b_(a,b)=-<T,a®S(b)>Ek, (7.14)

with respect to which we can construct orthonormal (bi, b/) = _J bases {bi} and {b/} of

. functions that in turn will define generators X, := Tb, and 1-forms ,fl := S(_a))d_2 ).
Typically one can choose span{bi} = span{bJ}; then one starts by constructing one

set, say {hi}, of functions that close under adjoint coaction

AAdbi = bj ® TJi. (7.15)

If the numerical matrix

:=- < T,b,® >] (mt ic) (7.16)
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is invertible, i.e. det(r/) # 0, then we can use its inverse r/ij := (77-l)ij to raise indices

b_ -- bj_7ji. (7.17)

This metric is invariant -- or T is orthogonal -- in the sense
a,

_7.j_= - < Sx._,b_>

= - < Sxj, bk > STktTZi (7.18) "
= - < Xk, Sbt > Tk.iT_i

= ¢kzTk.iTti,

where we have used the Hopf algebraic identity

< A._(X),Sa ® id >= S(< SX ® id, AAd(a)>), (7.19)

which we will proof in an appendix to this section. Once we have obtained a metric

77,we can truncate the pure braid element T and work instead with:

T _ Tt_nc = -S(xi) ® Xi = -S(Xi) _ Xjl7 ji, (truncated pure braid element)

(7.20)
which also commutes with all coproducts. In part I of these thesis we have shown

how to construct casimir operators from elements of the pure braid group. For the

truncated pure braid element that gives the quadratic casimir:

[. o 7"o (S -1 _ id)](Ttrunc) = _TYixjxi. (casimir) (7.21)

Now we would like to show that we have actually obtained a quantum Lie algebra of

type I: t

-- < xi, Sb i >= - < T,bi ® Sb i >= - < T,bi ® Sbk > 77kj = rlikrl kj -- 6 j, (7.22)

A.4(XO= Tb,<=)® S(b_o))bi{3_= Tb, ® TJ_= X_® T_ (7.23)

and

_kl_ rrwt _jl bkAad(b i) -'- AAd(bj)r] ji = bk @ T_jT?ji = bh ®11 rllnZ jr I = @ S-1Ti k. (7.24)

tNote, that T has to be carefully chosen to insure the correct number of generators. Furthermore,

we still have to check the coproduct of the generators. If they are not of the form AXi = Xi ® 1 +

Oi j ® Xj then we can still consider a calculus with deformed Leibniz rule (see next section).
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Examples

The r-matrix approach: Often one can take bi Espan{tnm}, where tn,_ is a quan-

tum matrix in the defining representation of the quantum group under consideration.

. If we are dealing with a quasitriangular Hopf algebra, a natural choice for the pure
braid element is

1 (1 ®1-T_2'T_12) , (7.25)Tr=
where the term T_21T_12has been introduced and extensively studied by Reshetikhin &

Semenov-Tian-Shansky [43] and later by Jurco [44], Majid [59] and Schupp, Watts &

Zumino [60]. These choices of bis and T lead to the r-matrix approach to differential

geometry on quantum groups. The metric is

where Xl =< Tr,tl ®/d > and rl2 =< 7_,tl ® t2 >. In the case of OLq(2) we find t

0 0 0 (7.2'/)
_aLq(2) -" -- 0 q--3 0 0 "

0 0 0 q-1

Now we will evaluate the metric in the case of GLq(n). The _-matrix of GLq(n)

satisfie_q a characteristic equation

_2 _ A_ - 1 = 0 (7.28)

which we can use in the form

r2"l 1 -" r12- AP12, (7.29)

where pijk, = 6i6_ is the permutation matrix, to replace (r_-_)'_ in equation (7.26).

That gives

= -tr3 (P23(r23 's)-l) P12 (7.30)

" = -D2P12.

Sin its reduced form, this matrix agrees [41] with a metric obtained along more standard lines

from quantum traces (except perhaps in the ¢asimir sector Xtl + q-=X=2). The formulation in
terms of the pure braid element has the great advantage that it does not require the existence of an
element like u that implements the square of the antipode.
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In the last step we have used

D -=< u,t >= tr_ (P(rt2)-'), (7.31)

where u - .(S®_/)T_ 21is the element of b/that implements the square of the antipode.

With the explicit formula (r112-- -D2P12) for the metric we immediately find an

expression [60] for the exterior derivative d on functions in terms of X and the
Maurer-Cartan form f/= t-ldt:

d = -tr(D-ll2X). (on functions) (7.32)

The pure braid approach to the construction of quantum Lie algebras is however

particularly important in cases (like the 2-dim quantum euclidean group) where there

is no quasitriangular Hopf algebra and where the b/s are not given by the elements of

tij.

The 2-dim quantum euclidean group is an example of a quantum Lie algebra

that has no universal T_ and where the set of functions {hi} does not arise from the

matrix elements of some quantum matrix. In section 4.1.4 we constructed such a set
of functions

b0 -- (¢ia 1)2, bl --reel°m, b+ --(e ia- 1)m, b_ = q-2(ei°- 1)ei°_, (7.33)

and a pure braid dement

1 (q2J q-J q-J q-2JT, = -f{P+P_ ® - 1) + P+ ®qJP- + P_ ®qJP+ + ® P+P_} (7.34)

by hand. Now we can put the new machinery to work and calculate the (invertib!e)
metric

00/1 0 0 0 (7.35)
_/_.q(2)= 0 0 0 --I '

0 0 _q-2 0

which immediately gives an expression for d on functions:

d = woXl + wlXo - q2w+X- - w-X+. (7.36)
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7.1.2 Various Types of Quantum Lie Algebras

The functions c/ := -Sb / play the role of coordinate functions their span{c/} =: R ±

is the vector space dual to the quantum tangent space _, such that

leT eT " = U
I_R _R = A (7.37)

as vector spaces, with §

< _, R >= 0, < Tq±, R l >= 0. (7.38)

Let R"-_ =span{b _} and R be the spaces obtained from R l and R by application of

S -1 on all of their elements. In the following we will state various desirable properties

that different kinds of quantum Lie algebras might have; we will comment on their

significance and we will derive the corresponding expressions in the dual space. The

proofs are given in an appendix to this section.

The left hand side states the right invariance of Tq, which is important for the covari-

mace of the cartan identity (7.4) and the invariance of the realization (7.10) of d. The

right hand side is essential to Woronowicz's formulation of the differential calculus

because it allows to consistently set w_ = 0.

ii) ,A_ C b/® (_ _ 1) _ ,AR = R (7.40)

The left hand side is necessary to ensure the existence of f-w commutation relations

that are consistent with an undeformed Leibniz rule for d. It also implies a quadratic

quantum commutator for the X_:

ad

- where

/_kz =< Okb, T_t > (7.42)

" is the so-called "big R-matrix'. If ii) is not satisfied we have the choice of giving

up the f -w commutation relations, so that the algebra of forms A is only a left

,A-module, or we can try a generalized Leibniz rule for d. The right hand side of the

equation is equivalent to KA - R and states that R is a r;ght A-ideal; it is the second

§Wewritehere vector spaces in place of their elements in an obvious notation.
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fundamental ingredient of Woronowicz's theory. If the Leibniz rule is satisfied then

ii) follows from w, - 0 => r E R _ 1: Let a E .4, then

w,_ = S(a(,))S(ro))d(ro)a(2)) = S(ao))wra(2 ) -t- _(r)w_ = 0, (7.43)

e(ra) = e(r)_(a) = 0 and hence ra E R..AR = R is in agreement with the intuitive

picture that the ideal R is spanned by polynomials in the ci of order 2 or higher, i.e.

span{el} m {1,c',c'ci,...).

iii) AAdR"i C _2 ® X _:_ AA_I C _x ® A (7.44)

The right hand side keeps us out of trouble with covariance when we set iTqx = 0. The
left hand side is a sufficient condition for Aa(_ °) C _* ® .4. Quantum Lie algebras

that satisfy iii) have particular nice properties in connection with pure braid elements

and a (Killing) metric. That merits a special name for them:

Quantum Lie Algebra of type I : i),ii),iii)

Quantum Lie Algebra of type II: i),ii)

We will mainly be deoling with type I, in fact, all examples of quantum group calculi

known to me are of this type. Quantum Lie algebras of type II are mathematically

equivalent to Woronowicz's [21] theory.

io) an ±c .a®(n" • t) u J- = (7.45)
The LI{S enables us to define partial derivatives instead of left-invariant ones: It

implies Ac i = M'j ® co + c/ ® 1 with AM = M@M, SM = M -l, e(M) = I and

then X_ci = Mik + Mi_ < Okt,co > Xl + cixk, such that 0,, := S-aMk,,Xk gives a
commutation relation

O_ci = _/_+ (S -aMk_Mij < Okt, c i > M'*, + S -_ Mk,c iMmk) 0,, (7.46)

worthy of a partial derivative. (In the case of GLq(n) we can use (7.30) to show
' i n

that c _'_") = (D-a)"kStk,_, M('_'O(ij) = St ,_6_, and 0(_j) = tlkXkj.) The exterior

deriveLtive (on functions) becomes

d = wixi-- d(eJ)S-a(Mij)M"iO, = d(c")0,. (7.47)

v) AR ± C (R ± @ 1) @ ,4 ¢> TqJ'b/= "Tq± (7.48)

This and ii) imply quadratic X- c commutation relations that close in terms of the

elements of Tq and R a-. The fight hand sides of iv) and v) state that _ is a left

(fight)/g-ideal, which supports the picture of a Poincare-Birkhoff-deWitt type basis

for H in terms of the Xi, i.e. {1, Xi, XiXj,...}. Here and in the discussion following ii)

we have to be careful though with higher order conditions on the generators.
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7.1.3 Universal Calculus

Given (infinite) linear bases {ei} of/4 and {fl} of ,4 we can always construct new

counit-free elements e'_:= ei- le(ei) and jfi := fi le(fl) that span (infinite) spaces

Tq_ and Ra-= respectively satisfying properties i) through v); in fact 1 (9 _rq_= H and

1 _ R J'_ = .A as vector spaces. The f- w commutation relations, however, become

trivial in that they are equivalent to the Leibrtiz rule for _I; we are hence dealing with

• a Connes type calculus [7], a "Universal Calculus on Hopf Algebras". It is interesting

to see what happens to the formula for the partial derivatives in this limit:

A Subbialgebra and the Vacuum Projection Operator

To simplify notation we will assume that the infinite bases of/4 and ,4 have been

arranged in such a way that e0 = lu, f0 = 1.4 and el, f_ with e(ei) = e(f i) = 0 for

i = 1, ...,oo span T_ and R _ respectively. Greek indices a, fl,.., will run from 0

to oo whereas Roman indices i,j, k,... will only take on values from 1 to co unless

otherwise stated. A short calculation gives

Af_ = Mik @ fk + f_ ® 1, M'k = f_l) < ek,f_2) > (7.49)

and

AM = M_M, S(M) = M -1, e(M) = I. (7.50)

Using the definition from the previous section we will now write down partial deriva-
tives

0,., = S-l(Ml,.,)e_, (I > 1!) (7.51)

which take on a peculiar form when using the explicit expression for M

--- S-I(f8) ) < en, fi_ ) > e_

= S-'(f °') < en,f # > e_e# (7.52)

= S-l(f_')e,,,e,,
Een )

where we have introduced the "vacuum projector )' E in the last step. It was first

discovered (quite accidently) in collaboration with C. Chryssomalakos [46] and has

ITo distinguish this calculus from quantum Liealgebras weuse the symbol $ inst#- J -'#-' c-)rthe
exterior derivative
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interesting properties like

Ea = Ee(a), a fi A, (7.53)

:rE = Ee(x), x e H, (7.54)

E2 = E. (7.55) .

Prof. B. Zumino [7] pointed out that the classical expression of E is related to a

Taylor expansion. Note also that

E = 00- 1. (7.56)

As expected we can express 6 on functions in terms of partial derivatives

5(f) = _(f')O,(f). (7.57)

The partial derivatives are of course no longer left invariant, but it turns out that we

can actually define a coproduct for them making the space EL/= (Ey; y E H} C .A:_H

a unital bialgebra. Inspired by

Eyf =< Y0), f > Ey(2)= (Ey(_))(f)Ey(_) (7.58)

we define

AE(Ey) = Eyo) ® Ey(2), eE(Ey) = e(y), 1E = E, (7.59)

in consistency with the axioms for a bialgebra. EL/is however not a Hopf algebra

because it does not have an antipode _ at least not with respect to the multiplication

in fl,>_/_ -- so EL{ might be of use as an example of a quantum plane.

Quantum Lie Algebras in a Universal Calculus

If the span _of the generators {eal a = 1,... ,oo} of the universal calculus contains

a finite dimensional subspace, _ spanned by {X_li = 1,... ,N}, that satisfies axioms

i) and ii) then one may ask how to obtain the finite calculus from the infinite one.
Let _ be the exterior derivative Ofthe universal calculus and d the exterior derivative

of the finite calculus. One might be tempted to try an amatz like

= d + d (7.60)

where $ = w"ea and d = wlXi on functions. This equation is covariant if axiom iii) is

also satisfied, but we run into problems with the f- w commutatic.n relations. From

the Leibniz rule for 6 we obtain

fw i = wJoji(f) + wrori(f), i = 1,... ,g; r = g + 1,..., co, (7.61)
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i.e. the f-w commutation relations do not close within the finite calculus. So unless
one decides to do without a bicovariant calculus we have to make the second term

vanish. The naive choice is to try and set O equal to zero. This could be nicely

expressed in terms of another axiom

c u ® $1) = R

• but the right hand side neither has a classical limit nor does it lend itself to a de-

scription of A in terms of a Poineare-Birkhoff-deWitt basis. The only choice left is

to set the forms w" corresponding to functions in R (recall: < Tq, R >- 0) equal to

zero. Following Woronowicz's approach we hence set

wR = 0 =* 6 --, d. (7.62)

Deformed Leibniz Rule?

Here we want to briefly mention what might happen if axiom ii) is not satisfied. We

will still have wa = 0 in consistency with axiom i) but the generators Xi now have

coproducts

AXi=Xi®l+OiJ®Xj+Oir®e,., i,j=l,...,N; r=N+l,...,oo (7.63)

that do not close in b/® (_ $1). After some thought we can convince ourselfs that

we should use f- w commutation relation

:,,.;=,,.:B  Cf), C .64)

with a braiding matrix Bj i E U that satisfies A(B) = B_B, S(B) = B -1, e(B) = I

and a bicovariance condi'_ion for all f E ,4

TljE""_(f) i k= Bj (f)T i, (7.65)

where T is the adjoint representation. We will then need to change the Leibniz rule
for d to

df = d(f) + (SB_,iOi j) _,fwkxj + (SB_,iOi ") _.fwke,.. (7.66)

" This is a fully bicovariant first order differential calculus with a deformed Leibniz

rule. It might be of use in reducing the number of forms in quantum calculi to the
. classical number.

Appendix

' Here we will give fairly detailed proofs of propositions i) and ii) and symbolic proofs

of the related propositions iii) through v).
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Proof of i). We startby proofinga lemma about therelationofcoactionsinU

and .4:

S-_(z¢_)')< z¢I),Sa> = S-_(z¢_)')S(a¢2))< z¢1),Sa¢1)> a¢31

= (7.s7) -
--"_($a¢1))a®u)

----- <= z, Sa(2) :> Sa0)a(3 ). O

Anotherusefulidentity:

<=x('),f > x (2)' --<x,f(_) > fo)S(f¢3)), Vx e U, f e _. (7.68)

i)"=_": Assume A_4TqC Tq®.A, thenforVx E Tq, S(a)_.R

0 =< eO),Sa > S-Ix(2)'=< z,Sa(_)> S(ao))a(z), (7.69)

sothatSa(2)® S(a(1))a(3)C (R • I)® .A,but _(Sa(_))S(a(_))a(3)= _(Sa)= 0 and

henceSa(2)® S(a0))a(3)C R @ .A,or

AAd(a) -_ a(2) _ S(a(l))a(3) C R ® .,4.. D (7.70)

i)"¢=": Assume AAd]_C R®.A, thenagainforVz E Tq, a e ._

0 =< x,_a(2) > S(a0))a(3)-'< x(1),Sa > S-ix (2)', (7.71)

sothatzO)® S-_x(2)'C (Tq• 1)® A; with0 =< x,1 >=< x0),1 > x¢2)'from (7.68)

thatgivesz0) @ S-Iz(2)'C T_@ _4and also

A,4z = x (1)® z (2)'C Tq® _4. n (7.72)

Proof of ii).

ii) "=_": For _llz E Tq,a E .4and r e R assume Ax E b/® (Tq• I),then
d

< z, ar >-<= Az, a ® r >= O, (7.73)

which impliesar E (R (_I)or,takingintoaccountthate(ar)= e(a)e(r)--0,

ar _.R. El (7.74)
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ii)"¢=": Assume thatforallx E Tq, r E R thereexistsa r'E R suchthat

r' = at; then we find

0 =< x,r' >=< x,ar >=< _x,a® r > (7.75)

which can be restated as

- Ax e/4 ® (Tq$1). cl (7.76)

Symbolic proof of iii).

0 =<: Tql®/d,(S® id)o_AdR Z >=< (/d®S-I)o A_4Tq±,SR'L®/d > (7.77)

Symbolic proof of iv).

0=< R±,_± >=< R±,U_J >=< AR_,U® Tq_ >=< A ® (R_• I),U® _ >
(z.z8)

Symbolic proof of v).

0=< R±,_± >=< Rx,Tq_U>=< AR_,Tqx@U >=< (R±_ 1)®A, Tq± ®U >
i

(7.79)

7'.2 Calculus of Functions, Vector Fields

and Forms

The purpose of this section is to generalize the Caftan calculus of ordinary commu-

tative differential geometry to the case of quantum Lie algebras. As in the classical

case, the Lie derivative of a function is given by the action of the corresponding vector

field, i.e.

£=(a)= z_,a=a(,)< x,a(2)>,

" £=a = ao) < z(1), a(2) > £_(_). (7.80)

The action on products is given through the coproduct of x
"it

xt> ab = (x0) _ a)(x(z)t> b). (7.81)

The Lie derivative along x of an element y E/4 is given by the adjoint action in/4:

ad
•Cz(y) = x t> Y = x(1)yS(_(m)). (7.82)
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To find the action of i×_ we can now attempt to use the Caftan identity (7.4) II

a = £x,(a)
- i×,(da) + d(ix, a ). (7.83)

As the inner derivation ix_ contracts 1-forms and is zero on 0-forms like a, we find

ix,(da) = Xl t_a - a0) < )_i,a(2) >. (7.84) .

An equation like this could not be true for any x E H because from the Leibniz rule

for d we have d(1) = d(1.1) - d(1)l + ld(1) - 2d(l_ and any ix that gives a

non-zero result upon contracting d(1) will hence lead to a contradiction. From (7.84)

we see that the troublemakers would be x E/2 with e(x) _ 0, but as e(Xi) = 0 we

have nothing to worry about. Without loss of generality we can now set

d(1) _=0 and i_ _ 0. (7.85)

Next consider for any form c_

"/?x'(dc_) = d(ix'dct) + ix'(ddc_) (7.86)
= d(£x,a) + 0,

which shows that Lie derivatives commute with the exterior derivative; ,Cx_d = d./?x_.
We will later need to extend this equation to all elements of H:

•_=d = d.C_. (7.87)

From this and (7.80) we find

.C_,d(a) = d(ao) ) < x(,), a(a) > .C_o). (7.88)

To find the complete commutation relations of ix_ with functions and forms rather

than just its action on them, we next compute the action of £x, on a product of
functions a, b E .4

./_x,(ab) = ix, d(ab ) " ,_

= ix,(d(a)b + ad(b)) (7.89)

and compare with equation (7.81). Recalling that the :Xi have coproducts of the form

AXl - Xi ® 1 + O_j ® Xj, Oi j E/2, (7.90)

liThe idea is to use this identity as long as it is consistent and modify it if needed.
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we obtain

ix, a -- (Oi j _,a) i×i (7.91)
=

if we assume that the commutation relation of ix_ with d(a) is of the general form
W

ix, d(a ) = ix,(da ) +"braiding term", ix:. (7.92)

eA

A calculation of .C.×,(d(a)d(b)) along similar lines gives in fact

i×,d(a) = (Xi _"a) - d(Oj t>a) i×i (7.93)
= i×,(da)- £o#(da) ixj

and we propose for any p-form _:

ix, a = i×,(a) + (-1)_'£o,,(o0 i×,. (7.94)

Missing in our list are commutation relations of Lie derivatives with vector fields

and inner derivations. It was shown eaxlier in chapter 2 that the product in D/can be

expressed in terms of a right coaction A,4 •b( --_/4 ® A, denoted AA(y) = y(1)® y(2)',

such that xy = y(1) < x0), y(2)' > x(_). In the context of (7.82), this gives

£_(y) = xo)yS(x(2) ) = yO) < x,y(2)' >, (7.95)

.i_,£y = 27£_o) (_)£_(2) = 2?¢o < zO), y(2)' > £_(2). (7.96)

For the special case Xi, Xj E Tq that becomes

£×,£×, = £×,(£×k) + £o,i(£×k)£×, (7.97)
--- £×,filk nt- £×,, £×b_'abik

and _ using the Cartan identity

£×,i×k = £×,(i×k) + £od(i×,,)i×i (7.98)
= i×,ff_ "t- ix.._×t,[_abik,

where

_bik = < Oib, T% > . (7.99)

7.2.1 Maurer-Cartan Forms

The most general left-invariant 1-form can be written [21]i

wb := S(bo))d(b(2)) = -d(Sbo))b(2 ) (7.100)
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(lefi-invariance: .4A(_ob) = S(b(_))b(a) ® S(b(,))d(b(4)) = 1 ®wb), (7.101)

corresponding to a function b E .4. If this function happens to be tik, where t E

M,_(04) is an m x m matrix representation of//with A(tik) =t'j ® tJk and S(t) = t-_,

we obtain the well-known Cartan-Maurer form wt = t-ld(t) =: f_. Here is a nice

formula for the exterior derivative of cob:

d(wb) = d(Sb(1))d(b(2))

= d(Sb(_))b(2)S(b(a))d(b(4)) (7.102)

"-" --O.)b(l)O.)b(2) •

The Lie derivative is

f-,×(wb) = _×(,) (Sbo))£x(2)(db(2 ))

= < Xo),S(b(_)) > S(b(2))d(b(3)) < X(2),b(4) >
(7.103)

= wb(2)< x,S(b(,))b(a) >

= < XO),S(bo)) > Wb(2)< X(2),b(a) > •

For X = Xi and b = tk,_ this becomes a quantum commutator:

._.x,(t) -- < Xi,St > "f_-_ < OiJ,St > .['l. < S-1Xj, St >

= < x_,St > .12- < Oj,St > .12. < S-ZO_k,St >. < Xk, St > (7.104)

= < x_,St > .£- £o,,(a)-< xk, St >

and, if we denote a ,:t-matt1× representation for the moment by "~',

-Cx(t) = X" t- O. t. 6-'. 2 =: [)_,t]q. (7.105)

The contraction of left-invaxiant forms with i x _ i.e. by a left-invariant x E bl

gives _ number in the field k rather than a function in ,4 as was the case for d(a).

(The result must be eLnumber because the only invariant function is 1.)

ix(_ob) = i×(-d(Sbo))b(2))

---- -ix(dSbo))b(2) (7.106)
= - < x,S(b(,))> S(b(2))b(a)

= - < X,S(b) >.

As an exercise and to check consistency we will compute the same expression in a

different way:

ix, (wb) = i×,(Sbo)d(b(2))) ..

= < O_J,S(bo)) > S(b(2))ix,(db(2))

= < O{J,S(b(,))> S(b(2))b(a)< xj,b(4)> (7.107)

= < Oj, S(b(,)) >< xj, b(_) >

= - < xi, S(b) >.
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The Exterior Derivative on Functions

We would like to express the exterior derivative of a function f in terms of the basis of

1-forms {w i} with functional coefficients. There axe two natural ans_tze: d(f) = wJaj

. and d(f) = bj¢,.,J with appropriate aj, bj E .A. Applying the Cartan identity (7.4) to

f we find

£×,(f) =ai = £o,,(bi),

giving two alternate expressions for d(f) •

d (f) = uJ £xi (f) = - "_sxj(f)ofi. (7.108)

The Woronowicz and Castellani groups use the second expression, while we prefer

the first one because it allows us to write d as an operator wJXj on ,A. An operator

expression just like this, but written in terms of partial derivatives, is at least clas-

sically valid on all forms. (For quantum planes that also holds [7]). Combining the

two expressions for d one easily derives the well-known f- w commutation relations

[ wi = WJ£o/(f). (7.109)

The classical limit is given by Oji _ 16_, so that forms commute with functions.

= . S(bo))bta ) -On the Invariance of d w_Xj. Recall: AA(w i) = wb_2)@ i i _
i i

-wJ® < SXj, hi2) > Sbo)b(a ). Assuming A_X_ = Xj ® TJ_ (axiom i) ) we would like
to show

• _tt, i _l,i .,(2)0 "
A.a(wvXi) = wb}2)X!_)® _w(_))_(a);¢i = w'Xi ® 1, (7.110)

i.e.

AA(ta) i) -" t_ _ S-'(Tij), (7.111)

or equivalently

i i ..- < -s-'(< (7.112)

This turns out to be a purely Hopf algebraic identity for any x E LI, a E ,4 (see

equation 7.67):

S-l(x (2)') < x(1),Sa >=< x, Sa(2) > Sa(1)a(a). (7.113)
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7'.2.2 Tensor Product Realization of the Wedge

From (7.103) and (7.106) we find commutation relations for ix, with w5,

ix,J = 6{- ._o,,(J)i×k (7.114) .
= 6_-w TM < O_k,S-'(T_m) > ix,,

which can be used to define the wedge product A of forms as some kind of antisym-
i

metrized tensor product**: as in the classical case we make an ansatz for the product

of two forms in terms of tensor products

wi AJ =w i ®w j - 5iJ,_,,,wTM ®w", (7.115)

with as yet unknown numerical constants a_J,_ E k, and define ix_ to act on this

product by contracting in the first tensor product space, i.e.

i×,(wj Awk) _ k= _w - bJk,,,.,,,,8'_w''. (7.116)

But from (7.114) we already know how to compute this, namely

i×'(wi Aw_) = 6_iwk- £°"(wJ)_fek (7.117)
J k wrn ,S-I= _w - < O_k (TJ,,) >,

and by comparison we find

&ij =< O j, S-' (Ti,_) >, (7.118)
i

or

w i A wj = w_® J- < O,j, S-' (Ti,,) > w"" ® w"

= (I- _')'J_,.,w"' ®w" (7.119)

--" oJi ® Cod -- Wk ® *_ OkJ (_ji).

These equations can be used to obtain the (anti)commutation relations between the

wis; by using the characteristic equation for #, projection matrices orthogonal to

the antisymmetrizer I- & can be found, and these will annihilate wi A wJ. The

resulting equations will determine how to commute the 1-forms. In some rare cases

the w- w commutation relations are of higher than second order. We are then forced

to consider orthogonal projectors to the operator W, introduced below. There is

another reason why we want to emphasize the tensor product realization of the wedge

product rather than commutation relations given in terms of projection operators:

In the case of quantum groups in the A, B, C and D series & typically has one

**Sofar wehave suppressed the A-symbol; to avoid confusion wewill reinsert it in this paragraph.
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eigenvalue equal to 1, so there is exactly one projection operator Po [41] orthogonal

to (l-a), but while (1-a) has a sensible classical limit --it becomes (1- P) where

P is the permutation matrix m P0, on the other hand might change discontinuously

as q reaches 1 if (1 - a) had other eigenvalues hi that become equal to 1 in that

• limit because the corresponding projection operators Pi will now all be orthogonal to

(1 - P) - (1 - b)[q=l" The approach of the group in Mfinchen trying to circumvent
. this problem in the case of SOq(3) was to impose additional conditions on the wedge

product "by hand", requiring that all projection operators P_ (see above) vanish on

it. In the present context we would have to simultaneously impose similar conditions

on products of inner derivations and check consistency of the resulting equations on

a case by case basis.

Example: Maurer-Cartan-Equation

dwJ = dww = --w_(:) A w_2)

= ®

(7.120)
= < >

ad
S-:×k t>Xi

= _ f_lo.,k ® wl.

In the previous equation we have introduced the adjoint action of a left-invariant

vector field on another vector field. A short calculation gives

(7.10.1)S-iX. _" Xl = XbX_(5_:6_-&_bkl)= X_,< S-:xk,T"l >= xaf'kal

as compared to

ad - '6e6b-- [_bkt) Xa < xk,Tal >-'- xafkslXk t> Xl ------*Cxk(Xl)= XbXc[ k t = , (7.122)

with/_bhl =< Okb,TCl >. The two sets of structure constants are related by

f kal = -- f_al RiJ kl . (7.123)

" Please see [61] for a detailed discussion of such structure constants.

Using the same method as for w we can also obtain a tensor product decomposition

of products of inner derivations

ix,,' A ix, = ix,,, ® ix, - &iJrnrLix_® ixl , (7.124)
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defined to act on 1-forms by contraction in the first tensor product space. This can

again be used to find (anti)commutation relations for the is via projection matrices
as mentioned above.

Remark: The tensor product decomposition of the wedge product is invariant under

linear changes of the {Xi} basis, but it does depend on our choice of quantum tangent

bundle. With the extreme choice of /4 =span{ei} (viewed as a vector space) for

instance we get a Connes type "Universal Cartan Calculus".

The "Anti-Wedge" Operator. There is actually an operator W that recursively

translates wedge products into the tensor product representation:

w. A_-__. ®A_-', p > 1, (7.12_)
w(_) =_ _/_.(_),

for any p-form a. Two examples:

.,,.ŝ,.,.,_ = ,.,.,,,®ix.(0) AJ <)
= _" ®(<g.U<- £o,,,,,(<.</)_)
"-- _ ®w _ --w" @ .C,o ,(W j) (7.126)

= .g ® wk- w" ®w_ajk._

and, after a little longer computation that uses W twice,

+a.,i ® (_ A--,k)a"_i_a'b_l_
• k-_be (7.127)

--to i ® o.fi .c--a_ wi@_..J O ij "_" @ OJj @t_k_lcjk_abil

+_i ®_j ®. k-_.i __bc wi . k-__. -_.b_ -_irat_ 0 ijO lk -- _ ¢0 j @ t.v u il onm o jk.

In some cases this expression can be further simplified with the help of the charac-

teristic equation of &.

7.2.3 Summary of Relations in the Cartan Calculus

Comrnutation Relations For any/>form a:

da = d(cr) +(-1)Pad (7.128)

i×,a = ix,(a) + (-1)r'._,o,_(a)ixi (7.129)

£x,a = £x,(a) + £o,._(a).£x. i (7.130)
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Actions For any function f E A, 1-form w] - Sf(1)df(2) and vector field ¢ E .A>_L/:

i×,(f) = 0 (7.131)

ix,(df ) = df(1)< xi, f(2)> (7.132)

" ix,(Wl) = - < Xi, Sf > (7.133)

£x(f) = x(f)= fo) < x, fl2) > (7.134)

" £x(Wl) = wj,(2) < x,S(f(1))f(3)> (7.135)

£x(¢) = Xo)¢S(x(2)) (7.136)

Graded Quantum Lie Algebra of the Cartan Generators

dd = 0 (7.137)

d2:× = 2:xd (7.138)

£×, = di×, + i×,d (7.139)

[£×,, £×_]q = £×,fi'k (7.140)

[£×,,i×k]q = i×,f, tk (7.141)

The quantum commutator [, ]q is here defined as follows

[.Cx, , 1:3]q:= ._x,l::l - ./_o,iCn)./_xi. (7.142)

This quantum Lie algebra becomes infinite dimensional as soon as we introduce deriva-

tives along general vector fields (see below).

7.2.4 Braided Cartan Calculus

There axe several graphical representations of the relations that we derived in the pre-

vious sections. One that emphasizes the nature of differential operators is illustrated

here at the example of equation (7.130)'

,. = +

= +

There is another graphical representation that is special in as it shows that we axe in

fact dealing with a graded and braided Lie algebra in the sense of [62]. Recall that in
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thebraidedsettingthecoproductsand antipodesofthegenerators{Xi}takeon the

classicallinearform

AXi = Xi _ 1 + 1 ® Xi, SXi "- -Xi (braided), (7.143)

while the multiplication of tensor products acquires braiding

(_®b).(_®d)=_(b®_)d _ w®v,

described by a "braided-transposition"[62] operator _v.w : V ® W _ W ® V. This

notation suggests that the braiding is of a symmetric nature with respect to the two

spaces V and W. In the present case it turns out to be more fruitful to assign all

braiding to the generators Xi --or linear combinations of them- as they move

through various objects. The general braiding rule can be stated symbolically as

: x_ ® u _ £o,j(u) ® x_, (7.t44)

where Xi could be part of an object like 2_ or i. If Xi is part of i, i.e. of de-

gree -1, there will be an additional (-1) n grading, depending on the degree p of

El. Here is a summary of all braid relations involving Cartan generators: For [] E

{;Cxk, i×k, d, vector fields, forms, functions}

: £x, ®[] _ £o,_(o)_ £,,j, (7.t45)

for I::lE {d, vector fields, forms,functions}

_ : ix, ®o _ (-1)_£o,_(t3)®ix,, (7.146)

and finally

: d ® d _-, -d ® d. (7.147)

Let us now look at the graphical representation of the adjoint action (7.136) (X_,¢) _-*

£_,(¢) = x_(,)¢S(x_(_)):

x_ ¢

x_®¢

(Xi® 1 + 1 ®X_)®¢

(x_® 1+ 1®-x_) ®¢

Xi @ ¢ ® 1 -- 1 ® £o,i(¢) @ Xj

Xi¢® 1 - ,Co,_(¢) ®Xj

x_¢-£o,_(¢)xi

£×,(¢)
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(In the right column we have translated the various graphical manipulations into

their algebraic counterparts.) Talcing this diagram as the definition of a braided (and

graded) commutator we can now express all Cartan relations in graphical form:

J,

Lie derivatives. Note that £o,i(d) = 6!d because d is invariant.

" £x_ 0

×, ® i×k £×, ® d

(£×, ® 1 + 1 ® £×,)®i×_ (a_×, ® 1 + 1® £x,)®d

(._×, ® 1 + 1 ® ,,__×,) ® ixk (£×, ® 1 + 1® a__×,) ®d

a_x, ® ix, ` ® 1 - 1 ® {Zo,,(x_,) ® a_xj _x, ® d ® 1 -- I ® 6id ® _x_

a_x,ixh ® 1 - "_o,)(ix_,)" ® £x, £x,d ® 1 - d ® P-'x,

a_×,i×_ -- "._.o,i(ixk)" a_×, a_×,d - dE×,

q

The relation [.£×,, "£×k] = £×,ffk has a very similar picture, so we did not show itq
here.

Inner derivations, a is a p-form here.

ix. []

i×, ® a ix, ® d

(ix, ® 1 + 1 ® ix,) ® a (ix, ® 1 + 1 ®ix,) ® d

({×,® 1 + 1 ® i-x, ) ® c_ (ix, ® 1 + 1 ® {_x,) ® d

ix, ® ot ® 1 - 1 ® (- 1)P£ o,i (a ) ® i×, ix, ® d ® 1 + 1 ® 6_d ® i×_

i×,a ® 1 - (-1)P._o,s' (cx) ® ix) ix, d ® 1 + d @ ix,

ix, e×-- (--1)",_,o,i(_){x) ix, d + d/x,

[i×,, = =

Exterior derivative. Here we use that d is a derivation in the sense "A(d)" =
d®l+l®d.
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d o

d®a d®d

(d® 1 + 1 ®d)®a (d® 1 + 1 ®d)®d

(d ® 1+ 1 ® -d) ® a (d ® 1 + 1 ®-d) ® d "

d®a®l-l®(-1)Pa®d d®d®l+l®d®d

da®l-(-1)Pa®d dd®l +d®d

da - (- 1)Pad 2dd

[d, n]q = d(a) = 0

7.2.5 Lie Derivatives Along General Vector Fields

So far we have focused on Lie derivatives and inner derivations along left-invariant

vector fields, i.e. along elements of T_. The classical theory allows functional co-

efficients, i.e. the vector fields need not be left-invariant. Here we may introduce

derivatives along elements in the .A>_Tq plane by the following set of equations valid

on forms: (note: e(X) = 0 for X e _)

ilx = fix, (7.148)

£1× = diy× + ifx d, (7.149)

£j× = f £× + d(f)i×, (7.150)

_P/xd = d£l×. (7.151)

Equation (7.150) can be used to define Lie derivatives recursively on any form. There

does not seem to be a way to generalize (7.162), i.e. to introduce Lie derivatives of

vector fields along arbitrary elements of A>_U or .A:_Tq in the quantum case. Excep-

tions are the right-invariant vector fields _ E A>_, where

£;(¢) = x_¢S-'x(2), for ¢ e .A>d,/. (7.152) -

7.3 Universal Cartan Calculus

The equations presented in this section were obtained in collaboration with P. Watts

starting directly from Hopf algebras without explicitly referring to any bases.

As we have already mentioned in the section on quantum Lie algebras, given (infinite)
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linear bases {ei} and {fi} of the Hopf algebras U and of ,4, we can always construct

new counit-free elements e'_ :--- e_- le(e_) and fi := fi_ le(fi) that span (infinite)

spaces Tq_ and R -Lurespectively satisfying properties i) through v); in fact 1_ -- b/

and 1 @R _ -- ,4 as vector spaces. Using some Schmidt orthogonalization procedure

• one can rearrange the infinite bases ofL/and A in such a way that eo -- lu, f0 _ 1._

and ei, f_ with e(ei) = e(f i) = 0 for i = 1,..., oo span Tqu and R ±_ respectively.

. Greek indices a, fl,.., will run from 0 to c¢, whereas roman indices i,j,k,.., will only

take on values from 1 to c_, unless otherwise stated. To avoid confusion with the

finite dimensional quantum Lie algebras we will use the symbol 6 instead of d for the
exterior derivative.

Given orthonormal linear basis {ei} and {fi} of Tq_ and 7¢±u we can now express
6 on functions a E ,4 as

6(a) = -ws-, f, £,,-,_(e,)(a); (7.153)

note, however, that all of these ws-_f_s are treated as linearly independent and even

in the classical limit stay linearly independent because (7.153) in conjunction with

the Leibniz rule for 6 only gives trivial commutation relations (awb = cobs-_,(2)ao)-

e(b)ws-_,(2)ao)) for forms with functions that do not permit reorganization of the

infinite set of Ws-_f_s into a finite basis of 1-forms. This is the case for Connes' non-

commutative geometry ([10] and references therein) and is in contrast to the ordinary

text book treatment of differential calculi that has forms commuting with functions.

Here is a summary of basis-free commutation relations for the Universal Cartan

Calculus valid on any form. All of these equations are identical to the corresponding

quantum Lie algebra relations when written in terms of the bases {co} and {f=}.

x, y E/4, a E .A, a is a p-form and v E .A>_/g is a vector field.

_=a -- a(l) < x(1),a(2) > _x(2) (7.154)

._=6(a) -" 6(a(1)) < x(,),a(2) > 0_=(_, (7.155)

£_c_ = "_(1)(a) £=(2) (7.156)

i_a = a(x) < x(a), a(2) > i_(2) (7.157)

i=6(a) = a(x) < x- le(x), a(2) > -6(ao)) < x(]),a(2) > i_(2) (7.158)

. ixc_ = i=(a) + (-1)"£=(,)(_) i=(2) (7.159)

6or = 6(a) + (--1)_a6 (7.160)

66 (o_) = -(-1)_'6(c06 (7.161)

,_,(v) = xo)vS(x(2)) (7.162)
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_2 = 0 (7.163)

&£x = £xd_ (7.164)

£_ = Bi_ + la(x) + i_6 (generalized Caftan identity) (7.165)

£_£u = £u(_)< x(1),y(2)'> £_c_) (7.166)

•f, xi_ = i_(_) < z(,),ll (2)' > 2_(2 ) (7.167) .

The "generalized Cartan identity" is due to P. Watts.
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Chapter 8

Quantum Planes Revisited

With the new tools that we have developed in the previous sections we are now

ready to take a second look at quantum planes. The first two sections that follow

will be devoted to the realization and action of quantum Lie algebra generators on a

quantum plane. After introducing the basic equations we will spend some time on the

important question of their covariance. The third section finally gives an introduction

to the construction of a Cartan calculus on quantum planes with the surprising result

--- first observed by Prof. B. Zumino [7] in the example of the 2-dimensional quantum

plane m that the ,Co- x commutation must contain inner derivation terms in order

to be consistent with a Lie derivative that commutes with d. For simplicity we will

however suppress these inner derivation terms in the following two sections.

8.1 Induced Calculus

In this section we wish to show how the calculus of the symmetry quantum group

induces a calculus on the plane. Originally, I was interested in this topic trying to

develop as general applicable a formalism for a calculus on quantum planes as we have

presented it in part I in the case of quantum groups. As we have already mentioned,

quantum planes do not have a Hopf algebra structure _ at least not in the unbraided

" theory n and so we have to look for a different approach than the one that we used

to construct the cross product algebra. Later it turned out that a better approach is

- based on H-coactions leading to the introduction of the generalized product rule in

the first section of this chapter. The material presented here is however of interest in

its own right: We will study realizations of quantum group generators in terms of the

calculus on a quantum plane. This will also give an explanation for the appearance

of "inner derivation terms" in the generalized product rule.
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The central idea of this section, inspired by a comment of Prof. B. Zumino, is to

give the coordinate functions on the quantum plane functional coefficients in .4, i.e. to

make them variable with respect to the action of vector fields in hi. Let z/0 E Fun(Mq)

be the "fixed" coordinate functions and define new variable ones via xi := (t-1)ijx_.

Instead of the differentials dx_ we will use 6xi= -(_z') i because

,_== et-_.=o= t-_-t. 6(t-') •=o= -t-'. ,5(t).t-'. _o= -_.=, (8.1)
where 6 is the exterior derivative on the quantum group and _ = t-16t is the Maurer-

Cartan Matrix. By "pullback" the group derivative will become the derivative on

the plane, inducing a differential calculus there. It then immediately follows that

A.4(dx i) = dz j ® (t-1)J/, which will ultimately give us the desired commutation
between Lie derivatives and d.

Turn now to the quantum group. Reserving Latin indices i, j,... for the plane

coordinates, let us use Greek indices for the adjoint representation of the quantum

group. Let {v_}* be a basis of bicovariant generators with coproduct Av_ = v_® 1 +

O=t_® vt_ spanning _ C b/and let {w_} be the dual basis of 1-forms; i.o (w#) = 6_,

_2iy= w_iVo (_ij) = _wa < v_, (t-1)ij >. Via the Cartan identity .g. = i_6 + 6io one

computes actions of _ on Fun(Mq):

Va I>xi= ivc,(_X i) -_< Va, (t-1)ij ::> XJ. (8.2)

Now we can make an ansatz for a realization of the group generators in terms of

functions and derivatives on the plane t

v,_ -- jiaoi , (8.3)

where J/E Fun(Mq) is easily computed, using Oi(x j) = 6_ito be

ji = Oc_(Xi) __< re, (t-l)ij > XJo (8.4)

In some lucky cases there is an inverse expression for the partial derivatives on the

plane in terms of the group generators. With a_a E Fun(Mq)

o,= _o®vow,, (8.5)

an expression that is classically only valid locally and may exclude some points unless

we are dealing with an inhomogeneous group, but will give explicit 0- x commutation
relations if it exists:

OiT,j "-- _°tVaXJ "--"Oi(X j) Jr _cxOal3(T,J)Jo k Ok,, (8.6)

z,/' (=D

•We write v instead of X here to avoid confusion with coordinate functions x E Fun(Mq).

t-- means: "equal when evaluated on Fun(Mq)"
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Example: GL_(2), Manin-Wess-Zumino Quantum Plane

The coordinate functions x, y of the Manin plane satisfy commutation relations xy =

qyx that are covariant under coactions of the quantum matrix group GLI(2). Thisq

• quantum group has four bicovariant generators vl, v2, v+, v_; we will focus on the last

two for the moment, giving their fundamental t -1 representations

(0 (00)" <v+,t-1 >= 0 0 ' <v-'t-1 >= q 0 (8.7)

and the first tensor product representations

/ q°/ /°°°°/0 0 0 qS q_ 0 0 0

<Av+,t_ "l@t_ -1 >-- 0 0 0 q4 , <Av_,t7 l@t_ -1>= q 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 q3 q2 0
(8.8)

All these were obtained from

/, /
0 0 0

0 1 0 0
rt = . (8.9)0 -)_ 1 0

0 0 0

We immediately find

J_,v. = q-ay-lv+, Ou = q-1 x-iv_ (8.10)

which we only have to check on pairs of functions because of the form of (8.6):

o_ _Y - q_ , o_ _v - q_ . (8.11)
yx qy yx x

yy 0 yy y + q2y
m

From this we read off the following 0- x commutation relations in perfect agreement

with the results given in [22]

O=x = 1 + q2xO_ + (q2_ 1)yO_, (8.12)

Oxy = qyO_, (8.13)

Oux "- qxOu, (8.14)

o_y = 1+ q_yO_. (8.15)
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Using the other two generators vl, v2 gives identical results. This method works for

all linear quantum planes [7] and can be formulated abstractly in terms of r-matrices.

If one does not want to extend the algebra by introducing inverses y-1 x-a of the

coordinate functions, it is also possible to obtain the above commutation relations as

a vanishing ideal of zy thereby also avoiding the questionable use of J.

8.2 Covariance

Let us collect some of the equations valid on a quantum plane. Let f,g E Fun(Mq)

be functions and 0i be derivatives on the quantum plane, let v_ be generators of the

quantum Lie algebra -- corresponding to the symmetry quantum group of the plane

with coproduct Av_ = v_ ® 1 + O_b ® vb, and let Li j be a linear automorphism of

Fu_.(Mq):

v_f = v_(f) + O_b(f)vb, (8.16)
i

v_ - J_Oi,* (8.17)

Oif = cgi(f) + Lj (f)Oj. (8.18)

From this equations we can form a new one

i _ b(f)j_ (8.19)J_L i (f) = O, ,

that can sometimes be rewritten as

Lik(f) = j?o_b(f)J:. (8.20)

Examples

Quantum group as plane: Fun(Mq) := .4.

Left-Invariant Generators: cgi:= vi =_ J] = _Ji, Li j -- Oij.

r(iJ) = (t-')kiS[, {"'_)(f) =Plane-Like Generators: cg(ij):= ti kxkj =_ o(k0 L(tj)

t tiO(ij)(k,n)(f)(t-')_n.

tCareful: An expression linear in the partials may not always exist, in particular for eq(2) we
get a power series instead. It does exist for Wess-Zumino type quantum planes and then we have
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Linear quantum plane: The algebra of functions on the linear quantum plane is

invariant under coactions of GLq(N); A.4(x i) = x j ®Stij, ji =< va, Stij > xj. Using

(8.19) we find

xl(< Va,stit > Lik(xJ) - < Oab,_tJl >< Vb,stkn > Xn) = 0,

SO that Lik(x j) should be homogenous of first order in x, which suggests

" Lik(x j) =< Lik, StJl > x t, Li k E L(.

Covariance of: vf = v(x}(f)v(_.)

Here: v E L/, f E Fun(Mq) and v(f) = f(1) < v, f(2)' >.

Covariance of v(f) alone:

An(v) (A_f) = f0) < v0), f(2)' > ®vt2)'f(a)'

_ f(x) < v,f(3)' > @f(2)'S(f(4)')f(5 )'

= f(1) ® v(f(2)') (8.21)

= A_(o(/)), []

where we have used identity (7.68).

Covariance of the complete commutation relation:

A.Av. A.Af = f0) < v(a)(1),f(2)' > v0)(2 ) ®v(2)'f(3)'

= :o),o)(_)®,,(_)'v(_)_)(f(2)'}
= /o),,(_)o)®,,o)(:(_)')_(21(2)' (8.22)
= A._(vo}(f))A.a(vl2))

_'J A_(vf). n

The underlined parts were rewritten using a compatability relation between the righ_

.A-coaction and the coproduct in L/:

2'= v(,) 0(2)' (f(2)'). (8.23)• v(2)0) _ vo)(f(2)').(2)() (2)_ v(a)("_D

Please refer to section 4.2.4 for the definition of the right projector "^".
4

Covariance of: Oif = Oi(f) + LiJ(f)Oj

See section 6.1.2. The main result was the following condition on Li j"

(Lij (f(2)')S2tk j _ S2tli'_tk(f(2)) ) ® f(a) _ O. (8.24)
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This proof is somewhat involved and we should keep in mind that equation v.f =

va(f) + O.b(f)vb is already based on A_ being an algebra homomorphism; neverthe-

less, in several steps:

A_ is a homomorphism of Fun(Mq)>_T(Mq). Proof on a function f:
N

AA(JiOif ) = AA(vaf)

= v(J)f(') _ v(_2)'f(2)'

= < v(1)'Stk/ > xlokf(1)_ v('_2)'f(2)' (8.25)
= < va,St'r > xti)kf {*)® StrlS2tksf(2)'

= Xl0kf ¢1)_) Strl < va,StSr >S2tksf(2)'

-- AAJa s AA(C_sI), I'1

and also
A.4(J_O_(f)) = z_O_(fc_))®St'j < v.,St _, > S2t_f _2)'

= A_Ja r _a(0i)(A_tf) (8.26)

= o

A short aside, checking consistency of oab(f)Jb k with A_ being an algebra homo-

morphism of Fun(Mq).

A 4(O b(f)g_) A_(Oi) deJ AA(O b(f)g_o,)
= AA(Oab(f)vb)

= A_(Ob(f)) AA(vb) (8.27)

-- A_(O.b(f)) AA(J_Oi)

Synthesis: Comparing

v.f = v.(f)+ Oab(f)Vb

and

J_<9,f ' J_L,J(f)Oj= g:igi(f) +

we finally find:

AA(J_Lik(f)) - AA(g_) A _(Lik(f))

= A_(O.b(f)Jb k) (8.28)

= A A(Oab(f)) A.A(Jbk). f"l
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Remark: Given a linear operator Lij ' Fun(Mq) --_ Fun(Mq), satisfying the appropri-

ate consistency conditions,- equation

a_rik(f) = O_b(f)Jb _' (8.29)

could very well be used to give explicit covariant x- x commutation relations.

8.3 Cartan Calculus on Quantum Planes

So far we have only dealt with functions and (partial) derivatives that we combined

into an algebra of differential operators on the quantum plane via commutation rela-
tions

O,f = O,(f) + L,J(f)Oj, O, e 5r(Mq), f e Fun(Mq). (8.30)

Now we would like to construct differential forms through an exterior derivative d •

Fun(Mq) ---* Al(Fun(Mq)) that is nilpotent and satisfies the usual graded Leibniz

rule. Lie derivatives are introduced next, recalling that they act on functions like the

ordinary derivatives, that they correspond to £o, (f) = O,(f), and requiring that they

commute with the exterior derivative £0, o d = d o .C0,. Just like it was the case for

quantum Lie algebras, the linear operator Lij should also act like a Lie derivative, i.e.

we extend its definition from functions to forms by requiring that it commute with

d. Inner derivations io, are defined as graded linear operators of degree-1 orthogonal

to the natural basis _i := d(x") of 1-forms: io,(_ j) = 6j _ in consistency with the

Cartan identity

£o, = io, d + dio, (8.31)

t:,at we want to postulate. For the exterior derivative of a function we can choose

between two expansions in terms of 1-forms

d(f) = _iai = bi_i (8.32)

that we contract with io_ to find

Oj(f) = a_ = io,(bi_ i) (8.33)

and

d(f) = (ioi(f). (8.34)
i

The second expression has to wait while we quickly derive x-_-commutation relations

with the help of the first expression and the Leibniz rule for d:

df = _'O,f

= _iOi(f) + _iL,J(f)O_ (8.35)

= d(f) + fd = _O_(f) + f_Oj,
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valid on any function and hence

ffJ = fiLj(f), (8.36)

so that the second expression takes the (not so pretty) form

d(f) = (SLj o Oj) (f), (8.37)

which, unlike in the quantum group case, does not simplify any further. Lie derivatives

and inner derivations along arbitrary first order differential operators f(Oi, f( E

Fun(Mq) are introduced by the following set of consistent equations:

/.
is,0 , = f z0,, (8.38)

d S,o, = dil'o, + il'_,d, (8.39)

,Ci,o, = yi,Co, + d(fi)io,, (8.40)

£1,o,d = d,/?l,a,. (8.41)

We will not give a complete set of commutation relations here because the reader can

easily obtain most of them from the quantum group treatment simply by replacing

2:o,, ---, Li j. The problem of defining a Lie bracket of vector fields on the quantum

plane has, however, not found a satisfactory solution yet.

8.4 Induced Caftan Calculus

We would like to complete the program started in section 8.1, where we induced a

calculus on the plane from the calculus on the symmetry quantum group of that plane

using a realization v_ - Y_/Oiof the bicovariant group generators in terms of functions

and derivatives on the plane. From this expression we get the following two relations

for the Cartan generators on the plane:

• i •

so. - ij!a, - d.'zo, (8.42)
Ip

_. i i '
£,,, - d:j_a, = J_,£o, + d(J_)z0,. (8.43)

Commutation relations for the inner derivation with functions are easily derived;

i_.f = .£o.. (f)i_ b (8.44)

and hence
i"

J_zv,f = .£ O.b(f )J_ iah (8.45)
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or, if a 07i_ exists,

ia, f = J?.Co._,(f)J_iak, (8.46)

and finally

io,f = Lik(f)ia,,. (8.47)

Commutation relations for the Lie derivatives with functions can now be calculated
ii

using the Cartan identity. We will present the result of such a computation for Wess-

Zumino type linear planes (where ,]i_ exists)"

L,+(.,) (s.4s)
+ (d(j:O°b(z')J_)-J_d(Oob(x'))J_)ion.

Classically: O_b(x t) --, 6_x t and functions commute with functions and forms so

that the last term in the above equation vanishes. The quantum case has a little

surprise for us: As was first discovered by Prof. Zumino through pureiy algebraic

considerations in the case of the GLq(2)-plane, an inner derivation term is necessary

in the .Co- z commutation relations in order to get consistency with the undeformed

Cartan identity. Let us illustrate this at our standard example.

Cartan Calculus for the 2-dimensional Quantum Plane. Using x- d(x)

commutation relations from (8.36)

xd(x) = q2d(x)x, (8.49)

xd(y) = (q2 _ 1)d(x)y + qd(y)x, (8.50)

yd(x) = qd(z)y, (8.51)

yd(y) = q2d(y)y, (8.52)

we obtain

. .C.o_x = 1 + q2x.Co. + (q2 _ 1)y.Co_ + qAd(z)io, + A_d(y)io,,, (8.53)

•Co, y = qy£o:_+ Ad(y)io_, (8.54)

. .To, x = qz.go_, + Ad(z)ioj,, (8.55)

•Co_,y = 1 + q2yio, + qAd(y)io,, (8.56)

directly from (8.48) after a lengthy computation. Alternatively, we could have started

with io- x commutation relations

io, z = q2xio, + (q_- l )yios,, (8.57)
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io,,y = qyio,,, (8.58)

io_x = qzio_, (8.59)

iovY = q_yio,, (8.60)

which have the great advantage that they have the exact same form as the weU-known
0- x relations. This also means that all of our covariance considerations are still

valid here.
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Chapter 9

A Torsion-free Tangent Bundle for

svq(2)

Introduction

In the classical theory of Lie groups one can introduce a tangent bundle over the group

manifold. There are two natural choices for the connection: Either one imposes the

condition of zero curvature and then chooses a vanishing connection in an appropriate

gauge -- such that the torsion is given by the RHS of the Cartan-Maurer equation

-- or one can attempt to set the torsion equal to zero to obtain a (Pdemannian or G-

Structure type) non-vanishing curvature. The first scenario generalizes quite easily to

the quantum group case. In this chapter we will try to generalize the more interesting

case of vanishing torsion at the example of SUq(2).

To establish notation, a review (including some additional relevant material) of

the theory of quantum Lie algebras is given in the next section, followed by the

description of a tangent bundle structure over a quantum group. We then elaborate

on the example of SUq(2) giving all R-matrices and structure constants explicitly.

9.1 Quantum Lie Algebras

" Quantum Lie Algebras are Hopf algebras U_g that contain a finite-dimensional sub

vector space that closes under left and right coactions. Let {ei} be a linear basis of

generators for this space* and {ej} a dual basis of 1-forms corresponding to a set of

"In this chapter wewill not consider a linear basis of the whole Hopf algebra so there should not
be any confusionfrom this notation.
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functions b/ E Fun(Gq) via ej _=S_,)d_2 )'

_(ei) = l ® e_,

A.a(e_) = e_ ® TJ_, TJi 6 Fun(Gq), (9.1)

i,,(_) = - < e_,SbJ>= _, (9.2)
,_(e i) = l®e _, (9.3)

A.A(e_) = ej ® S-1Tij. (9.4) "

The exterior derivative on functions can be expressed in terms of these bases as

d(_) = e;(e,__)= e_£,,(a). (9.5)

The Leibrtiz rule for d requires that the generators {e_} have a coproduct of the form

A(e_) = ei ® 1+ Oj ® ej. (9.6)

A Cartan calculus can be introduced on these quantum Lie algebras with equations
like

27,, a = 2:_,(o) + £e,,(c_)£,, (9.7)

i,,a = i,,(a) + (-1)P/0,,(a)i,, (9.8)

27,, = di,, + i,,d (9.9)

ei i i= Sb(_)db(_) =" eb,, (9.10)

where a is a p-form, for a more complete list see section 7.2.3. As in the classical

case we make an ansatz for the product of two forms in terms of tensor products

e i A ej = e i @ ej --OiJrnne TM @ e", (9.11)

with as yet unknown numerical constants &ij 6 k and define i,, to act on this

product by contracting in the first tensor product space. This leads to the following

explicit expression for #ij :

•,'" .-- S -1a'_...< 8j Ti. > (9.12)

and,ina particularexamp]ethatwe wi]]need]ater,

de j_de_ = --effa) Aeff2 )

= -es_,(s_,_,_I®e_
= > re.a3)
= ® < >.

ad
S-Zek i>el
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In the previous equation we have introduced the adjoined action of a left-invariant

vector field on another vector field. A short, calculation gives

_d ebe_(6_ &_kt) eo< S-le_,T't> eof'k_'lS-aek t_ e_ = - = = (9.14)

and similarly

" ad
ek t_ el _- £e_(et) = ebec(8_:_- f_'kt) --"ea " ek, Tat >= e,.fkat, (9.15)

where

[i"_kt =< 6kb, TOt > (9.i6)

is the so-called "big R-matrix" related to a ? by

a ij kt Rklmn -" _m 6in" (9.17 )

A little more work gives

f,,,*,,= - f'Ftktm,. (9.18)

Were we to impose zero curvature now and chose a vanishing connection, then the

right hand side of equation (9.13) would give the torsion two form.

The calculus on quantum Lie algebras is by construction covariant under left and

right coactions. It has however a closely related additional symmetry: All equations
I

that we have given are invariant under linear changes of the bases ei and eJ:

ei ---*Xi = efltlt_, ei --, r _ = (M-1)ilel, M E MN(k). (9.19)

The adjoined matrix representation T and the braiding operator/9 transform as ex-

pected under this change of basis

T'j .-., T'_ = (M-_)_TZ,,M_._, (9.20)

0ij _ OiJ = (.M-1)itO_ZM_j, (9.21)

" such that now

= xj ® A (r = ® S-l J (9.22)

" and

A_ = _ ® _, e2v= I, S_' = 7"-1, (9.23)

i.e. 7" (like T) satisfies the appropriate relations for a matrix representation of Uqg.

,,- i J
?The Hat " denotes the action of the permutation matrix PiJkt =/516_, i.e. # -=. Pa.
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9.2 Quantum Tangent Bundle, Torsion, Curva-

ture

In this chapter we are going to use a formulation [63] of the theory of fiber bundles
°

where all forms are pulled back to the base manifold. This formulation is well suited

for the generalization to quantum groups because it makes it easier to keep track of
subtle distinctions between the calculi of base vs. fiber.

The base manifold in the problem under consideration is a quantum group, im-

plicitly defined by the Hopf algebra of functions Fun(Gq) on it. The typical fiber of

the tangent bundle is the invariant space span{ei}, i.e. the "quantum Lie algebra".

We chose a basis {),,i} of sections on the tangent bundle and consider "pointwise"

infinitesimal transformations within the fiber along elements Au of Uqg

,

A,,, t_Xi = Au(_)),'iSAu(2) = ;k'j < Au, T'j >, (9.24)
.

where we have used A,4k'i = Xj ® T'j. In order to justify the word "infinitesimal"

the A, should be ]inear combinations of the ei and possibly S -ae, _. These heuristic

considerations suggest that the connection 1-form should have the following form

w = e"A,, Ji = eu < Au, TJi > (9.25)

which enters in the expression of the covariant derivative _7 on the section basis'

VX; = Xj ® _Ji. (9.26)

This equation is basically a reformulation of (9.24) in differential form language and

equation (9.26) replaces the metricity condition on w in the sense of G-structures: In

the classical theory we construct classes of G-bases fixing one orthogonal basis {,y,}

and getting all other orthogonal bases by transforming {Xi } by a Lie subgroup of the

general linear group. For quantum groups we choose transformation matrices of the

form < x, _" >. Later we will come back to the question which metric _ if any _ is

preserved by said transformations. Using properties of V like

_'(X + ¢) = V'X + _'¢, (9.27)

_'(f'¢) = df ® fV¢, f e Fun(Gq), (9.28)

VI,.,+,.,'¢, = f_,.,q., + _',,¢, W',,,'¢_--i,.,(¢), (9.29)

tHigher powers of S do not result in new generators in the example under consideration in the

next section.
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we can easily calculate the covariant derivative of an arbitrary section ¢ = )_i_)i:

V¢ = ),,, ® (V_) _ = X_ ®(dg,' + wijCJ). (9.30)

- For section-valued p-forms we introduce an exterior covariant differentiation D:

D(_,® a) := V¢ A ca+ ¢ ® da (9.31)

in accordance to the undeformed Leibniz rule.

The last inga'edient enabling us to define torsion, is the fusion form r/ Xi ® ei

viewed as a section valued 1-form. It effectively identifies elements in the fibers of

the tangent bundle with the tangent space over the points of the base manifold. One

usually takes the canonical element ei ® ei as a natural choice for the fusion form,

but rI = Xi ® ei = e_Mti ® ei, where ]ilti is a constant numerical matrix that may

however differ from 6ti, is also a mathematically acceptable description and will in

fact be quite important in the quantum case as we shall see. The torsion 2-form ® is
defined as the exterior covariant derivative of the fusion form

O = Dr; = V),'i A ei + Xi ® de /

= ),'j ® (J_ h e_+ deJ) (9.32)

=. Xj ® ®J.

We will later try to set ® = 0. The curvature 2-form of a section ¢ is Q = D_'¢,

i.e. the exterior covariant derivative of the section valued 1-form V¢. In terms of the
section basis we find

DVXi = D(x'_®aPi)

= Xk _ (wkj A u.fii + d,zki) (9.33)

The Ricci tensor can also be defined in this context:

eURui "= i¢,, Qki. (9.34)

For simple Lie algebras it has the particularly simple form of the Killing metric times
. a constant.

I

Using tools fi'om the previous section we can expand the torsion 2-form in terms

of tensor products

de j = -e k ® et f_Jt, (9.35)

O;Ji A e i --" w.Ji eu A e i -'-'-wuJie k _el(t_ll --@"ikl ) (9.36)
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and the condition of zero torsion becomes

j u i
wu i(Sk ,5_- &u_kt)= f'kJt. (9.37)

This is a set of linear equations for wuVi with non-trivial null space, i.e. we will get a

(6k 61-&"ikt) = 0 such thatsolution yogi and vectors Nu*i with Nu"i u

_2, = _2,+ Z_-{N,°,, -{ _ k. (9.38)
G

To decide whether it is possible to find an wJ_ that satisfies all conditions, in partic-
ular

• ?<wf i - Au,TJ_ >, (9.39)

it is now instructive to look at the concrete example of SUq(2).

9.3 Example SUq(2)

... or S/q(2) if one modifies the reality condition. Recall [23], [38] the commutation

relations for SUq(2), here written in compact matrix notation as

t t = t -1r12t]t2 = t_.tlr]2, detqt = 1,

A(t) = t@t, ,(t) = I, S(t) = t -_, (9.40)

where t E M,(Fun(SUq(2))) and r is the "small" r-matrix

l,ooo/! o _ o o (9.41/! 1 0 "
r =< T_,tl @ t_ >= /_ 0 q-- q

0 0 0 q

The deformed universal enveloping algebra Uqsu(2), dual to Fun(SUq(2)), is gener-

ated by operators H, X+, X_ satisfying

qH_q-H

[H, Xi] = -t-2X_, [X+,X_] = q_q_, ,

A(H) = H ® 1+ 1 ® H, A(X:_) = X+ ® qH/2 + q-H/2 @ X±,

¢(H) = e(X+) = O, (9.42) ,

S( H) = -H, S( X:e ) = -q'_' X:_.

Following [23] these relations can be rewritten as

A(L +) = L+@L +, e(L _) = I, (9.43)

S(L+)=(L+) -1,
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where L + are given by

L + =< 7_,_d® t >= v_ (9.44)
0 qH/2

and

( qH/2 O) (9.45). L- =< R, St®id>= _v_AX - q-_/2 '

where ,k = q- _. Unitarity of T implies (L+) * = (L-) -1, i.e. [-I = H, X-"-_= X_.
Following the method described in section 2.4.1 we can construct a matrix of

bicovariant generators corresponding to an element 1 ® 1 - T_21R of the "pure braid

group"'

:= <l®l-_2aT_,t®i/>= L+SL - •
ea e4 _ = X. (9.46)

The right coaction is then

A.AXil = XJk ® Stijt kt, (9.47)

so that span(e/} forms an invariant subspace as required, c := el -t- q-2e4 by the

way is the casimir. The functions bi _. Fun(Gq) see equation (9.2) can be chosen

as linear combinations of the elements of t [35] because t (and St) form faithful

(anti)representations of the eis. Classical commutators become adjoint actions

ad

ek l> el := ek_,)etSek(2) = ebec(8_Sbl - Fff'bkt) = eafkal,

where the/} and f can be calculated [60] from r (see section 4.1.2)

= kjpq (9.48)

and

• fk ", = "_ lk_ -- E/_(ii)k, • (9.49)
t

Explicitly: f°(kz)

L_ 0 0 __l+q 0 0 1 0 0 __I 0 0 0 0 0 0q q q

0 |'Fq2-q4qa 0 0 _lq 0 0 q 0 0 0 0 0 --q 0 0

0 0 -q 0 0 0 0 0 q-a 0 0 _t 0 0 ! 0q q

0 0 l__q 0 0 __1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
q q q (9.50)
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and f"_(_.O,

0 0 _!+q 0 0 _! 0 0 ! 0 0 0 0 0 0q q q

0 -q 0 0 q-3 0 0 _! 0 0 0 0 0 .!. 0 0q q

0 0 1+___4 0 0 0 0 0 _t 0 0 q 0 0 -q 0q- q

._ !_ !0 0 q q 0 0 I 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0
q q (9.51)

obtained by similar methods. In both matrices rows are labeled by a E {1,...,4}

and columns are labeled by (kl) e {(1, 1),(1,2),... ,(4,4)}.

Using the explicit expressions for _ (see appendix) and f'"(k0 we find the following

particular solutions vJ(,O of (9.38)"

0 0 0 0 0 0 ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
q

0 ! 0 0 9 0 0 q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(9.52)

0 0 _q-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _I 0 0 0 0
q

0 0 0 0 0 0 --1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
q

The null space of said linear equation, i.e. of 6-I, is spanned by/V a(-0' a -- I,...,I0:

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 --1+q -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 1-q -2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 q-4_q-_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 q-2 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1-q -2 0 0 0 0 0 q2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
(9.53)

The fact that there are 10 null vectors shows by the way that the number of inde-

pendent 2-forms is reduced from 4 x 4 = 16 to 16 - 10 = 6 = 4 x 3/2 as one would

expect.

We will now investigate choices for w of gradually increasing complexity starting

with a simple ansatz with _f = I

(9.54)w_,'¢i=< A,,T'_i >= A_'_,f_,Ji+ ,. ,a_, ,

corresponding to

A, = A_,e_+ A'_,S-le_. (9.55)
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In the classical case we would find AV. -A'_. t= = 46. as a solution, Explicit com-

putation shows however that there are no solutions for A_. and A'_. in the quantum

case. Next we try an ansatz with trivial A_. and A'_. in analogy to the classical

solution, but we allow the basic generators ev arid S-le_ in (9.55) to be multiplied

by elements z,z' E Uqg

- , Z 'j,r' _ (9.56). wf, =< ze. z'S-_e. TJ_ >= ZJkf.ki+ ,._. i

where Z('}Jk =< z('},TJk >. Hence solving

Vii + .nJ lkr...l.",a'. --" Z'Jif'Ji + ZJkf, ki (9.57)

for {n3a,z'Jt, z jk } gives

0 _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

o o o o o o o o_q_q3

0 0 0 0 0 _._.L --l+-_q 0 0 0q+q3

0 _ 000 0 0 0 0 0

_1 0 0 0 t 0 0 0
4 4

_ _q2 q_
0 (i+q2)_ 0 0 0 O+q_)_ 0 0

_ q2 q_

0 0 (i+q2)_0 0 0 (I+q2)_0
1 0 0 0 _1 0 0 0
4 4 (9.58)

as a particular solution and

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 (9,59)

as the corresponding null space. The first, 10 columns in both matrices are labeled

by a, the next 4 columns are labeled by k, and the last 4 are labeled by I. j is the

row index. Two comments about the null space are in order: Note that the first ten

columns are zero. This means that nJ. and hence w.:i are in fact uniquely determined

by our ansatz. Note also that both f and f' and thereby e. and S-ae. were necessary

• to satisfy the equation. All that remains is some arbitrariness in the definition of K

and K'. This actually comes from the existence of an invariant form eI + e4. Being

invariant means d(e I + e4) = 0 or f',li + f, 4, = O; by equation (9.18) the same is

true for f. We use this remaining freedom to diagonalize

l o o o/

0 q_ 0 0

K = -K'= 0+q2)_ ,_2 (9.60)
0 0 (1+q_)_0
0 0 0
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corresponding for instance to

z = -z' 1 q(1 - qU)
: + -

and

A_ : ze.. (9,62)

If z and z' had been invariant elements (casimirs) then A. would have had nice

transformation properties. The way it is, the solution is somewhat unsatisfb4ng,

Luckily it turns out that z can be eliminated without having to change our solution

for w if we allow for a non-trivial M matrix. As can be seen by inspection of the

explicit forms of f and f':

ZJl(futi- f'uti) --- (Al-l)JkAlvuAlhi(f_,k h - f'_,kh), (9.63)

where

/+, /
i'i++_)_0 0 0

0 ._.t_. 0 0
_(i+q2) (9.64)

M = 0 0 2(-_q+q2) 0
¢/2,

0 0 0 (i+q2)2
such that now

wji =< X. - S-1x.,TJi >, i.e.A. = X.- S-1X. • (9.65)

9.4 Appendix

/_J kt:

( 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 - q-2 0 0 1 0

0 0 1 - q2 0 0 0

1 + q-4 _ _ 0 0 2-q-_- q2 0 0
0 q-_ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

1 - q-2 0 0 1 - q_ 0 0

0 -l+q-4-q-_+q_ 0 0 l-q-2 0

0 0 q_ 0 0 0

-1 + q-_ 0 0 -1 +q2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 °

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 I 0 0

0 -l+q -_ 0 0 0 0

0 0 -1 +q_ 0 0 0

--1--q-4+_ 0 0 (-_ +q)_ 0 0
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Chapter 10i

Toward a BRST Formulation of

Quantum Group Gauge Theory

In this chapter we will give a brief introduction to a BRS type formalism for quantum

gauge theories. All fields will live on the base manifold. A BRS formulation has two

main advantages here: it can be formulated as a purely algebraic theory with ab-

stract operators 6, d, t,... (see [64] for a beautiful example of the use of this abstract

algebra in the context of anomalies) and it emphasizes the coalgebra aspect of the

quantum structure group m which is undeformed in the case of matrix pseudo groups.
This a'ill lead to equations that are of virtually identical form as their classical coun-

terparts; this was the base of Isaevs [65] approach to quantum group gauge theory.

We will however go a step beyond this work in as we will give an interpretation of

objects like d($) _ 0, where d is the exterior derivative on the base manifo;d of a

bundle with quantum group valued fiber, even though t E M,(,4) may not have any

base-dependence, thereby justifying the coexistence of such different objects within

one algebra. We will not attempt any further (physical) interpretations of e.g. the
corn,ruction form here, because this subject is still controversial at the moment. Nev-

ertheless we hope to give an easy-to-use formalism that could serve as a starting

. platform for further investigations. Articles of related interest are [66]; see [67] for an

abstract treatment of quantum group gauge theory and many examples.

Let ,4 = Fun(Gq) be the algebra of functions on the quantum structure group and

" B =Fun(M) be the D possibly non-commutative u algebra of functions on the base

manifold; for instance space-time. The symbol $ shall denote the exterior derivative

of A(_4) and d ditto of A(B) D classically: d = d(x_)a--_=,;we will require them to
anticommute

_d - -d_. (10.1)
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i n

The quantum matrix(tJ)_j..1E Mn(_4) (inthefundamentairepresentation)shall

describethegaugetransformationofa column vector¢o offields,,4oisthequantum

Lie algebravaluedmatrixof connection1-fo_s and v finally,the "ghost",isan

abbreviationfortheCartan-Maurerform t-16(t).As inthechapteron theinduced

calculuswe make ¢0 and Ao "variable"withthehelpof,4-coactions:

¢ := t-_¢o= ",_._(¢o)", (10.2) .
A :_= t-2Aot + t-ld(t) - "A.a(Ao)". (10.3)

To justifythename "coaction"for

A,a(Ao_I)= AoJh® S(tij)tkt+ 1® S(t_j)d(t#l) (10.4)

we havetoextendthenotionoftheHopf algebra_4to a gradedHopf algebra,4

_4® d(A) via

Aod := (d®/d+id®d)oA, (10.5)

cod := doc:A_{0}, (10.6)

Sod := doS. (10.7)

Consider e.g.

e(da)- .(S® id)A(da)= S(da(1))a¢2)+ S(a{a})d(a{2))- O, e.t.c.. (10.8)

Itisstraightforwardtoshow that(10.4)doesindeedsatisfytheaxiomsofa coaction:

(A,4® id)A.a= (/d@ A)_, ({d® e)_.4= _d. (10.9)

We arenow readytoderivea setofBRS transformations

6(g,) -- 6(t-_¢o) = t-at6(t-1)¢o = -t-_6(t)t-_¢o

= -v_,, (I0.I0)

6(d¢) = d(v)¢- vd(@), (10.11) •

6(v)= -v2, (I0.12)

6(t) = t_, (10.13) .
6(t-I) - -vt-I, (I0.14)

6(t-'d(t)) -- -vt-'d(t) - t-ld(t)v - d(v), (10.1,5)

6(A) = 6(t-_)Aot- t-_Aod(t)+ 6(t-ad(t))

- -vA-Av-d(v), (10.16)
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simply by applying 6 and working out the algebra; the first and last lines should

give a flavor of these computations. All these equations correspond via the Cartan

identity ,_×, = 6/x, +/x,6 to infinitesimal gauge transformations. The 6/×, term is

actually zero on functions and on left-invariant 1-forms like v, so we only need the

second term ix,6, i.e. all gauge transformation information is already contained in

the BRS 6; e.g.

, £_,(¢,) = _,(6¢)
= -i,,,(v_) (lo.17)
= <Xi, St>_=:A,¢

and
£_,(v) = 6(i_,,,)+i,,_,(6v)

0

= -i_, (v_)
= -i_,(v)v+ £o,,(_)i_,(v) (10.18)
= _v+.go,,(v)_j = {_,,v}_
= )_v+ l_1t%(M-_)t_,_j,

with 3/, ._ _=< O,t,St >. Next we introduce a covariant derivative D such that Dq_

transforms covariantiy

_(D¢) = -v(D¢) (10.19)

in analogy to 6(q)) = -v_. This is not really an extension of the algebra as D = d+A

in fact that is exactly what motivated A's transformation properties. From d and
A we can construct another covariant tensor

F := d(A) + AA, (10.20)

the "field strength". A short (purely algebraic) computation gives

$(F) = -vF + Fv. (10.21)

It is now time to give an interpretation to objects like d(t), where d is the exterior

t derivative on the base space so that we have to give B-dependence to t in some way:

i) It is always possible to construct a new explicitly B-dependent tw E M,,(B ® ,4)

. tw := W-atW, (10.22)

where W E M,(B) is a pointwise invertible Matrix of functions on the base space.

Here we were careful not to destroy t's I-Iopf algebra properties that are reminiscent

of a representation, i.e Z_fw = tw ® tw, Stw = t_v1 and etw = I. This type of

B-dependence is essentially classical because it could be obtained from the adjoint
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action on t of an element -y E B ®U that is B-dependent and group-like A-y = .7® ._:

,7-1"r :' t --< ,t > t < "r,t >; see also [68]. More important is:

ii) Implicit B-dependence. Say, we have a B-dependent gauge transformation g, i.e.

t(g) e M,(B), we then define (dr) on it by

(dt) (g) :- d (t(9)) ; (10.23)

that can be classically expressed as: ,,

(dt) (g(z)) := d(z_')_z_ (t (g(x)) ) . (classical) (10.24)

(It would be interesting to see whether one could actually rewrite (dr) as a matrix

dt t) e ®B A)

for every given choice of gauge, parameterized by ¢_ E B.)
Remark: In our formulation we axe actually more interested in actions than contrac-

tions, but remembering A o d = (d ® 1 + 1 ® d) o A, this is easily accomplished:

x_ d(a) = d(a{1)) < ±,a(2) > +a(l)d(< x, at_) >). (10.25)

If we contract with an element x of U a product of say two functions in A, we look

at the coproduct of/4 to determine how to split up x into parts, each contracting

its respective function: < x,ab >=< xo),a >< x{2},b >. As soon as z becomes

also a function on the base, say x = _, 3*X, E B ®/4, as is the case for local

gauge transformations -- and we are trying to contract things like t-ld(t), we have a

problem: we need to give rules for where to put the B-dependence in coproducts like
J

< x,t-ld(t) >=< xtl),t -_ > d(< xt2),t >) (10.26)

because otherwise it might sneak past the d and escape to the left .... There is an

infinity of possible rules for Ax; 3"X,(1) ® Xa(2), X,{l) ® t9*X,(_), 3*Xo ® 1 + X,{1) ®

_*(),'a(2) "" le(),'a(2))), ... are examples. Luckily 3* E B and not E k, so that it need

not commute with ® and one has at least the opportunity to give rules. No matter

what we choose, we must not violate the Leibniz rule, in particular we must be in

consistency with d(1) -- d(ll) = 2d(1), which implies that only x with zero counit

can have B-dependence. In the classical case that singles out one natural choice:

"A"3*x,= 3*x.,®1+ 1®3"x,.

This riddle is solved by extending the Caxtan calculus to include Lie derivatives along

elements of B ® T_ via

£a.×o = 3°£×, + d(a*)ix°. (10.27)
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(Note the appearance of the exterior derivative d of the base and the correspond-

ing inner derivation i in this equation.) Here is an example, showing how t-ld(t)

transforms under a gauge transformation along 3a.y.:

a * |
•£'t_.×.(t-'dt) = /3"£×o(t-'dt) + d(/3 )lx.(t- dr)

= /3_ < ,,(o{_),t-_ > t-_(d(t) < X,i_),t > +td(< k ol2},t >))
_O

Q *
, +d(/3 )l×.(t-'dt)

= /3°(< x,,t -l > t-ld(t)+ < O.b,t -1 > t-ld(t) < \'_,t >)

+d(_ 3°) < -Xo, t-_ >

= _3"[A.,t-ad(t)]q - d('D")A..

(Compare to (10.18).) This calculation implicitly used further relations of the ex-

tended Caftan calculus: I

=

ixd = -di_. (10.30)

Before we leave the subject let, us make a short remark about ordering problems. If our

base space has more than 1+ 1 dimension we cannot define a physical (local) ordering

on it; only a lexicographic ordering is possible. Does this lead to contradictions

if we axe dealing with non-commutative functions? Not necessarily, as long as we

are ordering within the column vector of fields and otherwise use global commutation

relations and in particular just one global copy of t. Consider for instance the quantum

structure group SUq(2) and two column vectors _ and ¢/at different points on the

base space. They will satisfy the following four mixed commutation relations"

l l t ,l ill I I

and they will both transform according to the same copy of t'

_ S-_t¢,, _' _ S -_ ,,_.
'¢t

(An interesting idea would be to try and give/3-dependence to the braiding operator

. Oob, but that will affect the multiplication in A in a way that may lead to inconsis-

tencies.) Are we dealing with a non-local theory because of the global commutation

"In a more conservativeapproach along the linesof the previous chapter the ¢0 would be merely
the (commuting) coefficientsof a section basis _ the orderingproblem would then presumablyshow
up somewhereelse.
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relations? The commutation relations of the fields contained in ¢ are obviously non-

local, however, the real physical observables are gauge invariant objects like trq(F)

(see [69] for a discussion _jf such a set of observables) and those could very well be

central ]n the algebra a_ld in that sense _locM". This subject matter is quite contro-

versial, so we want to leave it at that for now -- hoping that the new tools provided
will be beneficial in future discussions.
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